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transferred to the footing, on which the base of the foustoum 
staked out. When the form was built the top was check-

shown in Fig. i> is ^eet 
being

The completed bridge, as
con baUast wal1 t0 ballast wall; five 40-foot towers
t0WersCte,d fUh Six 75"f00t D'P- gi,rerSi) mïde it Ecult 

, S> 75 feet. An ideal location (Fig i) mad® 1
th ay °ut| °wing to the steepness of the banks an whkh
the eaCb abutment stood on a promontory ; a

re was 300 feet of water in the middle.

°hh„r=h,rdeT
doWn. °r P^umbing 
toh ■’ each set of
total? leV€Ued>

from was
ed in the same manner. After the concrete was finished cen
tres were marked on the pedestals from the reference points 
and checked with tape. On all important lines, wherever 
possible, foresights were set to eliminate double centering 
and to dispense with having to send a man around the dam 
to give point.

The first levels were, of course, the check levels over the 
section, when bench marks were set on each bank and at 
water level. Bench marks were then set every 12 or 13 feet

down the banks and 
levels taken four 
times. These 
tabulated, showing 
the differences be
tween back and 
foresights which was 
the difference in 
elevation
benches and estab
lished a definite re
lation between them 
independent of in
itial or accumulative 
errors, any radical 
difference was elimi
nated and a mean 
struck which gave 
the elevation for the 
bench marks. After- 
wards, whenever 
levels were run, the 
work was checked on 
to the next bench

and chaînage be-tangent was established mnogra-
a rough triangulation, a topogra 

determined the base line 
feet and aconditions 

Hubs were set every 10

were

°P in the 
being about 5 

wa Thls base line 
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cha; a Ioo-foot band
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showed
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feet.

between
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errors and 

,average for each 
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seconds.

radicai
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aUgle 
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feet mate,y 650
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tw0 nr Completed Bridge.
Fig. 1 .-Showing

mark and the book elevations marked on the same sheet, 
average in which final elevations 

within .01 foot. To set levels for the
was , At a later date,

n ti,and checked by the same metho ■ found to be
•06 6 p0nd was dried, the distance tape discrepancy
du6 .0t shorter than the distance triangu a e > ^ n0t be
st? thd fact that the heavy band chain con ^ ^ 

were ,ed to its proper length without supp ls from each 
side J*611 set on banks for the line of the pe .wans and

Centre aSf Chained separately. The face.° angles by hubs
Set out0f, Pedestals was referenced at rig .quarter
of a mVl0Ser than yards, one « faC ,™oUt.

-^lle UP the valley. This completed t. ^ ? fget during 
er^cti abutments were checked every 5 and
Ofb? the carpenter being given the centre 

last wall.
Hi?® dePths of the pedestals were apPr0X1 
itigs y soundings, and staked according V 
aH ®re in, hubs were set on the centre

Action obtained with fine fishing l'ne-

staked thus obtaining an 
correct toWhe were

bridge seats temporary pillars were set on each side of the 
and the height, some 30 feet, taped up, a lineabutment

joining the points at the top being checked with a car
penter’s level.

Elevations were, of course, given for the top of the 
pedestals, but owing to the shrinkage of the concrete and 
the varying temperaments of the men who floated the tops, 
the finished u'ork varied as much as .05 high or low. The 
base of the columns was marked on the pedestals, and levels 

These were tabulated in sets of four
The

taken at each corner, 
for each pier, and a mean struck which gave the least chip- 

difference of .01 in 75 feet being inappreciable. Withimately deter- 
After the foot

lines, 
lines

ping, a
an improvised target rod (a pencil point on a picket) the four 

of each seat were chipped to .001 foot and thenand reference
nd these

corners
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the layout of a small river crossing
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levelled by a stone mason, any low pedestals being chipped 

for to use a plate.
The foregoing may seem rather elaborate for a small 

bridge, but as neither the foreman in charge or the carpenter 
had done any large concrete work before it was none too 
much, and the end justified the means, for when the bridge

X

Fig. 2.—Layout of Small River Crossing.

laid track, spiking to centre of girders, there wascompany
no need of relining when the bridge was finished.

The instruments used were a 5-inch transit reading to 
minutes, a 14-inch dumpy level, a self-reading rod graduated 
to half tenths, and a band chain.

AMERICAN WATERWORKS ASSOCIATION.

The thirty-third annual convention will be held at West 
Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn., June 23rd to 27th, 1913.

The following papers are scheduled : “The Diesel Engine 
for Waterworks,” by Edward S. Cole; “Waterworks Special 
Franchises,” by Henry DeForest Baldwin; “Reforestation 
and General Care of Watersheds,” by Ermon M. Peck; “The 
Bacterial Count on Gelatin and Agar Media and its Value 
in Controlling the Operation of Water Purification Plants,” 
by James M. Caird ; “The Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Water
works,” by Prof. Edgar B. Kay; a paper on filtration, by 
George W. Fuller ; “Charges for Public Water Service to 
Private Fire Protection Systems,” by W. E. Miller ; “A 
Reasonable Basis for the Determination of Charges for 
Private Fire Protection,” by Leonard Metcalf ;
Private Fire Services at Kenosha, Wisconsin,” by August 

“How a Private Fire Service Polluted a Public

“Metering

Baltzer ;
Water Supply and Some of the Consequences,” by Robert 

“Modern Filter Practice,” by Nicholas S. Hill,J. Thomas ;
jr, “Gravity Water upply at the City of Manila, Philippine 
Islands,” by H. E. Keeler ; “Power for Pumping Derived 
from Refuse,” by E. H. Foster ; “Pumping Engines,” by 
L. E. Strothman ; “Ground Water Supplies,” by Charles B. 
Burdick ; “Rates and Rate Making,” by Halford Ericson.

On Tuesday and Thursday evenings illustrated lectures 
will be delivered by Edward Wegman and Dr. William P.

Mason.
There will be excursions on Wednesday and Friday

afternoons.

NOTES ON SEWAGE DISPOSAL.

By Ceo. W. Swinburne, M. Am. Soc. G.E.*

aPPre"The liquid portion of sewage is not, to any 
ciable extent, beneficially affected by being subjected t0 

... But, in addition to its dissolved imPu 
sewage carries suspended solids, some of which ca^.£.]J) 
eliminated by efficient 'tank treatment, and others by 
under practical working conditions, are not deposits 

sedimentation alone.

tack

treatment.

sedimentati00'
The operation in ordinary settling, or 

tanks is a comparatively simple one, since there are 
forces at work, the forward movement of the sewage^ 
the force of gravitation acting on the suspended 5 
These solids will be deposited at variable distances 
the tank bottom, forming a gradually rising floor 
diminishing the liquid capacity of the tank, increasm^^. 
rate of flow of the sewage, and finally causing a 
proportion of suspended matter to pass out with the e ^ 
■than is consistent with successful operation. When t 
dition is reached the tank should be put out of comm1

tvvobut
and

along 
of sludg6’

the

emptied and cleaned.
In septic tanks the decomposition of the sludge 

in the addition of a third force. It is often assume ^ 
septic action results in the liquefaction of the 0 ^ges 
portion of the sludge, but, while some liquefaction s 
occur, the result is essentially a gasification. ^^eSeoIj tbe 
work in opposition to the force of gravitation acting

the chief cause of the 
amount of finely divided suspended matter found in 

effluents. rJU„
Since septic tanks have a longer sedimentation^ 

and a greater sludge storage capacity than plain s®tuTaliy 
tation tanks, the interval between cleanings is na cgtP- 
longer, but the final result, putting the tank out ° s^e 

emptying and sludge withdrawal, is t e

result5
that

suspended solids, and are

i o&

mission for 
in both cases.

Following a careful study of the results obta'ne^on of 

the two-story tank at the Lawrence Experimental baUStive 
the Massachusetts State Board of Health and an ex ^tter 
investigation of the conditions in which suspen e 01pm11’ 
is found in sewage, Dr Wm. Owen Travis, of 3 ^ tbe 
England, designed what is now known in Englan ^gtry 
Hampton, or Travis, Hydrolytic Tank and in this jo
as the Hampton Sedimentation Tank. The results s0^ 
designing this form of tank may be stated as folio' s0j;d5

(1) To effect the sedimentation of the depositable^^y 
of the sewage in such a manner as to maintain conî arnbeT5' 
the predetermined capacity of the sedimentation c ‘rel0oVe

(2) To increase the sedimentation efficiency an , oSite^
the liquid products of the decomposition of the (0
solids by causing a minimum proportion of the se 
flow into and through the reduction chamber.

(3) To separate the opposing forces of . gravitative 
gaseous eruption by confining these operations to 

compartments.
(4) To provide for the removal of sludge at taplt'

without interfering with the continuous operation 0 ^ at
The first tank of this type was constructed m ^ ^

Hampton, England, to relieve the rapid clogg111^ j 
primary contact beds. An official report bv pef*0 
Johnson, M.S., F.I.C., London, England, covering ^etage 
of six months’ operation of this tank shows an^ 
retention of 90 per cent, of the suspended solids o

* Mr. Swinburne, to whom we are indebted for 
pilation of the above notes, is chief engineer of t e 

tion Company, Newark, N.J.

i
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This combination of electrolytic and tank treatment 
makes it possible to eliminate from 80 to 90 per cent, of the 
suspended solids of the crude sewage, make an appreciable 
reduction in the dissolved solids, and produce an effluent 
which is well clarified, odorless and free from pathogenic 
germs. The danger of such a plant ever becoming a local 
nuisance is reduced to a minimum.

sewage. Referring to a later and much larger installation 
Norwich, England, Mr. Arthur E. Collins, Mem. Inst. 

th7; City Engineer, Norwich, states: “The operation of 
a tanks in Norwich has been uniformly successful. I he 
c *;age removal of solids amounts to between 90 and 

' of the total contained solids of the crude sewage.
divided into three longitudinal 

for 'the sedi- 
for the collec-

The
c°mpart
htentati, 
tion and

tanks at Norwich
meats, of which the two upper are 
hh of the sewage arid the lower one 

r . retention of sludge. The sedimentation cham e 
Wh'6^6 t*le hhtire volume of sewage, the greater portion o 

lch traverses their full length and is discharged over weirs 
(je 1 e effluent channel. A small portion of the sewa 
tatir,61^5 tkrough openings at the bottom of the se 1 
sol / Chambers> carrying with it the accumulated suspended 
redi,S,jPaSSes through the reduction chamber at 2 
in tned Velocity. and deposits its burden of suspende 

he sludge pockets at the bottom of the chamber.
Any action in the reduction chamber will be sifl3*J°

less modified form, 
sludge is retained.

formation

are

DISPOSAL OF refuse: in towns and cities.
Refuse disposal is usually a serious problem for the small 

city or town to solve. In such cases public incinerators are 
not always economical and the ordinary dump needs careful 
regulation to prevent it becoming a nuisance.

Burning or burying is the most desirable method of dis
posing of ashes, rubbish, manure and garbage in cities. Of 
these, burning is the most sanitary, and no other means 
should be used in cities having a population of, 
or more. Refuse incinerators are of two main types (1) the 
coal-fired or “low temperature,” and (2) the high tempera
ture. The latter is designed to handle mixed garbage with
out the use of coal. Very few of these have as yet been in
stalled, and their advantages have not been entirely proven. 
For the coal fired incinerator a long-flaming coal of good 
quality is essential. This, of course, makes the cost of opera
tion all but prohibitive for most small cities and towns.

In such cases, other means of refuse disposal must be 
obtained. To simply dump garbage in an unrestricted

on some vacant lot should be classed as a criminal of-

into

say, 20,000,

depend & Septic tank> but 
WitK mg 0n the length of time the

°ng sludge retention there will be the same , , 
WhJrri0* of gas and resulting disturbance of the sludge 
the «\h°Wever’ has no effect on the liquid flowing th ough 
redu™dlmentation Cambers. Following such erupti• ’bed 
dep0t °n chamber effluent will carry some of this 
hated'tod matter out of the chamber. These so 1 {his
efflup to the sqiall up-flow chamber throug 

nt Passes.
tihie?Wing tQ the fact that English sewage is at ^st thKe 
Po^ J5 strong as American sewage, it is comme 
alone 6 to e,iminate from American sewage by s te(J
above aS blgh a Percentage of suspended so 1 s a jy that 
Up de the available data indicates very Ambers nfaVerage American conditions the sedimentation cha^m

tenth two-story tanks should have a capacity tyith
an av t0 one-«ghth of the total daily flow 0 *e one.jiaif to
three reten'tion Period of fr0™ tW°* elimination of
suSpe Urs the Hampton tank will show

,d solids of about 65 per cent. se
by ^dge storage capacity should be determ"L Method of 

condition, « climate. ,, ,h.
efflu disposal or utilization, subsequent

Uent, etc

in a more or

and

man
ner
fence, and punished accordingly. The practice of burying 
refuse, where it is carefully carried out, is usually found to 
be cheap and at the same time effective.

The principle upon which refuse burial rests, especially 
as applied to garbage, is, primarily, a bacteriological one. 
The action of the soil bacteria is to mineralize the organic
matter in the refuse. In order to prevent the occurrence of 
putrefactive or other objectionable odors the mineralizing 
process must be carried out in the presence of sufficient 

To secure these conditions the followingor air.oxygen
points should be observed : (1) The garbage should not be 
buried too deep, nor should it be spread in too thick a layer 
on the ground. (2) The ground used should be sufficiently 
porous and well drained to admit the air readily. (3) The 
garbage should be mixed with enough other refuse to prevent 
overloading the soil.

These conditions are obtained in different ways. In 
cities the refuse is spread on the ground and then ploughed 
under. Another method is that of digging a trench, covering 
each day’s collection of refuse with the soil, removed for the 
next day’s supply. In any case, refuse that can be burned 
should be so treated and garbage and other organic waste 

be more effectively handled by mixing it with other 
waste such as ashes, street sweepings, etc. It is claimed 
that 1.5 acres are necessary to handle each daily ton of gar
bage permanently. The soil can be re-used at the end of two 
years.—Conservation.

etc.
electrolytic treatment of sewage

hear],, ' Patented such a method of treatmen atment
Works U^®nty-five years ago. Electrolytic se 1 a g.eneral 
Way Wklch seem to follow Webster’s me ^ at Okla
homa p. ln operation at Santa Monica, a • » mpt made
to ci . lty> Okla., but in neither case is a ^ the sec- 
°ndar,n y tke sewage nor to obtain the en , j|y reduce 
11 ’ 0r time, reactions, which woul m

is not a new idea;
in England

The
sterWeb some

canthe
c°st of
Thif free r'!'e are many cases 

requi 6 r°m pathogenic germs, 
as ^^faents. In such 
**hijn„y be necessary, can be 
ffammry eIectroIytic treatment and then Pa 
for ci 0p tank to allow time for the secon produces a
C°Werf,rfCation- Electrolytic treatment no V ^ salts
Whicv U germicide, sodium hypoch on > a]so serVes to

are always present in sewage. u ^ or colloids, 
the finely divided suspende 5 mat,ter, which 

can r Ampler forms of dissolved orga Furthermore, 
$ihce Pn he eliminated by sedimenta ^ electrolytic
fthatm Sfidimentation is much more rapt reduction
Can b Pnt tban tinder natural conditions, a chambers

teducing the percentage of cia

operation. effluent,
enable

well-clarified
in which a all reas . 

much of itwould meet 
the sewage, or so
subjected

efficient pre
ssed through a 

reactions and

cases to an

Three free scholarships, each covering four years’ tuition 
in the Faculty of Applied Science at McGill University, have 
been offered by the Grand Trunk Railway Company to ap
prentices and other employees under twenty-one years of age, 

of railway employees. The competitive examinationcOaaT) .^late
^ the

sons
will be the regular university matriculation examination, 
beginning June 12th. The three candidates making the 
highest scores will receive the scholarships. Students will 
be required to enter the service of the company during vaca
tion' periods.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE HOLLOW DAM OF 
BUTTRESS TYPE.

By J. K. Finch and W. F. Thoman.

Concrete-steel is a relatively new material and the design 
of structures involving its use has not yet reached that state 
of standardization which exists, for example, in structural 
steel work. Certain tables and rules have been devised but 
in the details of design much is left to the ingenuity and 
practical skill of the designer. The nature of the material 
and its method of fabrication are almost entirely responsible 
for this. The manufacture of steel is carried out in a shop 
under ideal conditions for fabrication and inspection, and its 
erection is merely a matter of assembling and putting to
gether the various units that go to make up the structure. 
Reinforced concrete, on the other hand, is manufactured in 
place, in the field, sometimes under far more ideal condi
tions, and by labor that is, for the most part, unskilled. Its 
supervision should always be in the hands of experienced 
and competent men. Unfortunately, this is not always the 
case and oftentimes the caliber of the construction organi
zation will have considerable influence in determining the 
details of design.

been
Four or five types of hollow concrete dams haV® ^ 

developed, but the most widely used and the origins 
is the buttress type, which is here discussed. This or 
patented by the Ambursen Hydraulic Construction CofflP 
Limited, of Boston, Mass. ,, y,

The first dam of this kind was built at Theresa,
in 1903, and was designed by Messrs. Ambursen an 
of Watertown, N.Y. Since that time, over 75 dams have « 
built, varying in height up to 150 feet and in length u
1,200 feet.

It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss a 
length the merits of this type but a brief summary 
advantages seems desirable. 0j

Compared with the regular gravity section of S^eSj^n-

any
of

Cyclopean masonry we note that the latter is usually 
ed in such a way that the resultant pressure on the hase^e 

the down-stream edge of its middle third- ^ 
the water pressure is turned downward by the weight

increase 
outsid®

acts

at or near

masonry alone, and it is readily seen that an 
head on such a dam will cause the resultant to pass 
the middle third, producing tension at the upper toeg()Bje 
finally overturning the structure if it does not fail 'n ^ 
other was before this occurs. In the hollow type the iD®^ 
slab causes the water pressure to be directed downwa^ 
all times, and the resultant pressure can be made to 
base at any desired point by varying the design.

The facility with which the base pressure may be 
ed in intensity by spreading the base, and made un 
over the base by correct proportioning is one of the ®a

In some cases, 
river bed is a hardpan or cemented gravel, overlying o 
meable strata, the dam may be built directly on this ®a ^ 
because of this fact, and no deep foundations need be ^ 
Extreme caution should be exercised in using this ^yld 
construction, however, and in general the buttresses 
rest on rock or its equivalent, and the cut-off wall s ^ 
extend to impermeable strata below all possible under

an lC

n i

redue-

advantages of this type of dam.

The danger of ice thrust is also eliminated, as
weigh1 dû'

jam would be forced up the inclined slab and its 
tributed over the structure, or, if the water were high eD°ugh’

would be forced over the top of the dam.
While the hollow dam will, in general, Cost less 

masonry structure of the gravity type, and while th®t® 
many places where the easy control of base pressure 
former makes it available because the cost of the latter

.M flf 
avW

than a
jjfe

be prohibitive, no fixed cost relation can be given, 
forced concrete work requires steel and lumber, the 
which may, in some localities, be excessive, making 
dam more economical. ^egt

No actual failures have been recorded, but the 
dam has been in service only to years. Cases have °c 
in which the foundation has washed out under 
which has arched over the opening and remained PraggS5ity 
intact. These serve to emphasize very forcibly the ne jt 
of having the cut-off wall extend to a sufficient dept 
should also be remembered that the strength of the s ^ 
depends primarily on the imbedded steel, which must ^y 
fore be fully protected from rust. This can be done 0 g*.
proper allowance for temperature cracks, by the use ^ggp, 
pansion joints, and by using a concrete which will be 
tially watertight.

Spillway.—Several types have been developed, deP® f£)Clc, 
on the head and on the foundation material. On ledg® y5Cd 
a spillway section with a complete or part rollway yfl 
when the fall exceeds 10 feet or thereabouts,, depen .ajid 
the quality of the rock surface and its ability to w 3 
the force of the falling water. On soft material,

cost
a gf

tuff

di»*

The forms, or molds, for the concrete exert even a 
greater influence. The cost of the forms is usually from 
one-half to two-thirds of the entire labor cost in a concrete 
structure, and very often economy of materials must be 
sacrificed to the simplification of the form work. As a gen
eral rule, all details should be made as simple as possible. 
Where the erection is to be beyond the control or supervision 
of the designer, great caution should be exercised in de
signing and delineating small but important details which 
may appear unimportant to the man in the field. The mono
lithic character of concrete will also introduce stresses due 
to continuity which may sometimes be used to advantage, 
but must always be provided for. Contraction and expansion 
must also be taken care of by the designer and not left to the 
ingenuity of the erector.

In this and the following papers, the notation, formulae, 
unit stresses, etc., recommended by the Joint Committee on 
Reinforced Concrete will be mainly followed.*

* Proceedings, Am. Soc. C.E., February, 1913, p. 117.
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across the top of the dam to facilitate inspection, etc. Where 
no ice is expected the walk may be carried on brackets, as 
shown in Fig. 2.

Buttress Thickness.—The buttress may have a tapering 
section, varying from a minimum thickness of 12 in. at the 
top to dimensions determined by the allowable pressure on 
the concrete, and shear at the different depths. The tapered 
section is, however, not so advantageous from the construc
tor’s standpoint as a vertical section, increasing by offsets 
at intervals of 10 or 12 ft. ; this plan offers a support for the 
bottom of the forms for each “lift.” The minimum section 
should therefore be of 12-in. thickness for not over to or 12 
ft., and should be increased in thickness 2 in. for each addi
tional 10 or 12 ft. of depth, or as required by the working 
stresses in the concrete. A 1:3 :6 concrete is commonly used 
for the buttresses, the allowable compression on which may 
be taken at 300 lb. and direct shear at 75 lb. per sq. inch.

Struts.—These should be introduced at suitable points 
to brace the buttresses transversely. They should be placed 
a distance apart not over 15 times the thickness of the but
tress and, to facilitate construction, should be placed at the 
levels where the offsets in the buttress occur. Their least 
dimension should not be less than 1/15 the distance between 
buttresses, and they should be reinforced to act as columns 
and carry their own weight as beams.

Spacing of Buttresses.—This will usually be between 14 
and 18 ft., depending on the height and unit costs. As the 
distance, centre to centre of the buttresses is decreased, the 

of the deck slab is decreased, and hence a saving in itsspan
cost results. More buttresses will be required, however. It 
is therefore clear that there must be some spacing which
results in the greatest economy.

This economical spacing may be determined by the
formula :

370 + 17-5 h
1* =

in which h represents the average head and 1 is the spacing 
of buttresses. This formula can be readily derived by find
ing the volume of concrete and steel, and the area of form

us*

I

--- —H

ater cushion must be formed for low heads, possibly by 
1 lghtIy extending the base of the dam and placing a small 
„.r,ner dam at its downstream edge, or a complete rollway. 

°r without an apron to prevent scour, must be use
Construction.—The usual method is similar to that em- 

pl°yed in "
c°fferdam 
^aracter. 
head

the construction of masonry dams, but 
is usually far less costly and of a mo 

The foundation and lower sections 
are first constructed, and the entire flow of the str®a 

flowed to pass through this partially completed section 
6 the upper parts of the buttress and slab are 

ected and the remaining portions of the dam completed. 
0ute final closure is usually made as shown in Fig- h™
Pat ernpl°yin'g any expensive cofferdam. This me ,
?orred: The procedure in the erection, field joints, and 

s wiH be discussed further on.

temporary 
the bulk-

is

—-tr-Boft rrmpped 
-r n/th paper-to 
__ be re/rrorvd

Upper Shb Form
Expansion joint -y

QI

/%

-Fîg.S-

m
F

:7r'\L^ sir
■w /arm ASufficient 

strength* 
shear to

A;bottom sht>
X-

•;.xm *4•4
r*■fyf- ••4

work in the deck, buttresses and foundations in terms of h 
and 1 ; applying to the same certain assumed unit prices and 
taking the first derivative of the total cost with respect to 1. 
By equating this result to zero the value of 1 as above is 
found to satisfy the conditions of minimum cost under the 
units assumed.
local conditions but it will be found upon analysis of the 

under considerable variation in the unit

The unit prices will, of course, vary with

formula that even 
prices the value of 1 will not change much. The prices as
sumed in this case include only the items affected by a 
variation in the buttress spacing, and were as follows:

—The deck slope is 
clear 

dam on a 
may be

Slope

bv rJ y made 45 deg. The reason 
r°ck f6rence to Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 represents
allowed"!1^011 where the resultant.baSethPeerSesultant may
CtiJt the h takC the triangular for,m’ ,’:eV Tbis result must
be 0l. . ase at or inside the middle third. 0f the
datp itain,fd at the least cost. Neglecting t e vertical down- 
stream r f’ and drawing the buttress wit a praCtical
form • 3ce* which will evidently be the mini for tbe
deck’-1* may he easily shown that a 45 eg" wouid re
sult :USt aatisfies this condition. A steeper a ope wou^
dition t a llttle saving in the deck but wou kgep tbe re- 
SuUam. ° buttress on the downstream si , ^ would

»= required U A
equai„ , an ^creased slab and buttress. • j propor
tion t e*ght, therefore represents the

°r this type of dam on a rock f°un a 1 ad-
vautaf S°me foundations it is evident that 1 .bution 0f 
loadin^°US t0 have a Practically um or sbow that
this cf °Ver the base. A brief consideratio j dow„-
strea n best be obtained by applying an a giving a
total k Section to the buttress, as shown in ' distribution 
« width equal ,» h. The «»'<«■ *’

trig tb SUre COu'd have been obtained, it *s ’ . increas
ing be «lope of the deck, but this would result 
ahfi tb 6 Vertical component of the re su tan 
tot de,-S aIs° the intensity of the base PresJ 0f 
Olay b lred- It is therefore clear that t e softer ma-
teria] 1made 4o deg. for all conditions a - sIope of be- 
tlveea e buttress may be given a downs tbe centre
of Press 25 and °-33 of its height ; this w* tbe weight of 
Ihe damUye ah°ut the centre of the base, vertical com-
boaeilt ,s considered in conjunction wit 

0 the water pressure, 
top width of the buttress may 
made 3 or 4 feet, to provide 

St- where such is liable to occur, or

of Deck and Shape of Buttress
for this becomes

ad-

pressurewater
( a condition

the deck

but will gcn-
strengtb for 

a walk
The be zero 

additionalb.ie« -hn, to carry
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length °f

be grea‘®r 
with'

beams, with straight horizontal rods, that the 
support (overhang of the bracket or flange) must 
than that required simply to keep the bearing pressure

beam will fail in bond a

14.0c. per cu. ft. 
12.0c. per cu. ft. 

1.9c. per lb. 
2.0c. per lb. 

io.oc. per sq. ft.

Concrete in deck........................................
Concrete in buttress and foundation
Steel in deck and foundation ............
Steel in buttress ........................................
Forms (labor only) .................................

Substituting in the above equation the average value of 
h, which is 18 ft. for the design hereafter considered, gives 
the economical spacing of 15 ft., which has been used.

Buttress Flanges.—Two methods are available for mak
ing the connection between buttresses and adjoining slabs. 
A continuous slab over the buttress would not be used, as 
expansion joints will be placed here to prevent cracks from 
forming in the deck. This point has already been discussed, 

and is of vital importance.

in reasonable limits, or the
___ It may also be shown by a simple computation ^
ing the increase of concrete and steel in the projection^ ^ 
the corresponding saving in the concrete and stee 
slab, that for economy the average projection may 
be made about equal to the average slab thickness.

involv
ends. and

genernW

is, WIf we attack the problem in another manner, that 
computing the thickness required for shear, we sba , 
erally arrive at about the some figures. Thus recent 
have shown that a plain concrete bracket will take an 
mate shear of about 100 lb. per sq. in. on the section 
it joins the buttress. The same tests prove conclusive y ^ 

the hook form of reinforcement, such as is shown w 
sign herewith given, is the most efficient form an ^ 
brackets so reinforced may take as high as 400 lb- P

It would therefore appear to be re ^ 
6° ">•per

• Tii^*
should not be made greater than 45 deg. and the ml^c;ent 
thickness of the flange at the outer edge must be su 
to give a bearing with the required strength in 5 t0,n 
the ends of the beams which support the form for the 
of the deck slab, as shown in Fig. 5. All these P0*1^ ■#. 
therefore receive due consideration in designing

ts‘
ulti-

wbere
that

*!2___"SL ------ -OHL «22. 4>co SO *t<*y ■-SS.

m

in. ultimate shear.
able to compute the flange for, say, 40 to 
The slope of the bracket outward from the buttress cer

for*ir

Fig. 8.

The type of joint shown in Fig. 4 is evidently very 
simple and would doubtless be preferred by some engineers, 
as it would be less costly than that shown in Fig. 5. The 
latter possesses some important advantages, however. Thus, 
the joints for expansion are doubled. The projecting por
tion between the slabs is cast with the buttress and not only 
furnishes lateral stability to the buttress from the slabs, but 
also furnishes a support for the top slab form and acts 
bulkhead when the slab is cast, thus saving this troublesome 
detail. It enables a bolt to be set in, as shown, to hold the 
outside form for the slab, said bolt being removed with the

portant detail. • p toWar<*
The flange may, of course, be decreased in siz ^igb 

the top of the buttress, and this would be done in,^e see0 
dams. In dams of moderate height, however, it wil ^j0. 

that economy in forms makes it desirable to keep ^gptb
jection the same throughout, and simply cut down t ^5
or thickness. This can be easily done, using the sam 
throughout, if they are properly designed. In the 
hereafter considered, the same projection is used thro

as a

bout'

1 I sh'°-4i'c*x:iXa‘ I
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The size of reinforcing rods is largely a matlCritai b°°*
Tests show that the best form is the b°riz0 «mal1 .

and the ^

*s>
forms without leaving any hole through the slab. The slab 

span is
flanges, and its cost is reduced, while the large mass of con- 

thus concentrated in the flanges adds greatly to the

also shortened by the greater projection of the ment.
Two vertical rods are run down the flanges 
transverse bars are hooked over them, 
rods serve the double purpose of reinforcing the

i

These
Crete
stability of the structure.

The design of these flanges is largely a matter of judg- 
It has been shown by tests of simply supported

68.1 Concrete-Cement Age, February, i9>3> P*
ment.



as a tension incantilever, and also in aiding to take up any 
ke direction of the slab, due to the friction between the slab 

the bracket, which may occur if the slab contracts.

Deck,' The thickness of the deck slab should not be less
for properly placingthan ro in.

at the top, to allow space _ 
tamping the concrete on the deck. This concrete should 
n<*> dense mixture, usually i :2:4, and should be mixe 

the filling of all voids and the thorough coating
Protection of the rods.
It will

and
be a 

Wet to insure
and

the thickness is as-
ÏT 3S toT„eraatythbeetopUnadndhS computed at the bottom 
I*6 buttress, that a straight line between these points
deck^6 a sufficient thickness at any depth. A ca°g 

CCk slope at each lift may be made without any difficulty, 
bat economy will result if the thickness is compu e 

Points and the slope made uniform between t ena
ded,Slab Formu,as.—The following formulas may be ®asl1^ 
ami d fr°m '■be thickness of the slab and the required 

Unt of steel for bending at any depth.
Let w = weight of any liquid in lb. per cu. ft. 

x = depth of liquid on slab in ft- 
1 = span of slab in ft. 

ben the bending moment in the slab 
"continuous slab, and with water at 62.5 lb. per _ =

"" 7.898x1=. But from formula for reinforced slabs, M

So
these

= wxl* 4- 8 for a

7.818x1’-/Cbd,) (a)
and We have d

a t •-> , ^ ,t f — 600 and f =
d 1 -2:4 concrete, with n = 15, rc - for a

Per sq. in., C = 8.50 ft. lb. and b - 1 . _
Hence in non-continuous beams, d m

7.818x1*

For
'Aooo lb.
slab.
°2?7 1 V

M
Also fr ____ we have As —

f id
°m the formula As = f,jd

Now the 
is S = 
at anydepth ig?8 °f one bar 4- A . Hence the spacing

dS ^ _^12 x area of one bar x f,jd (c)
= K-

X7.818x1- ,
, a constant when the size of the a 
ccidej on, the other quantities being n 

be shear, as a measure of diagonal '®nS'°n’ ^gtomary 

, 0 taken at a somewhat higher ftSnT at the
fb will be so thick in proportion to its spa 

deep- W ere the shear is high that considéra 
React:- 'taking this figure at 60 lb. Per sq 

n Per inch of slab 
62-5lx

He to use hasre K isbeen

may gen-
erall
3s the
de arching will 

find :
Pth

in. we

0.277 1 </x60 x== , = J x 6od = I x
exceeds 

becomes the 
of arched

3tVf*8' * = 3i ft. ; that is, when the height of dam 

bthitin he Shear in the slab neer the buttresse 
Section^ fact°r. As the depth increaSe,S.Less of concrete
^ *be enJy ** USed' giving 8 dto lb. P=r sq-
and th S Ibat the shear will not excee .. An in- 
Crease^: Squired steel is introduced f°r e nai tension 
Could ? 'be strength of slab to resis q-his would
berinit” course, be obtained by using difficult, if
n°t im a shear up to 120 lb. but it would b ' trUCting 
'he ,X°s«-ble. to place the stirrups propel »

’ bence this method is not used. _

On firm ledge rock 00 /^/ftodng can be 

Ssary, but on softer rock a stepped-out
be

used. By varying the width of footing the unit 
may be made almost uniform, even with a buttress of the 
shape shown in Fig. 2. In some cases, the bases of the 
buttresses are stepped out, the thickness and amount of 
steel being computed, with due allowance to shear and bend
ing, on the assumption that the spread acts as a cantilever, 
and the remaining space between buttresses covered with a 
reinforced floor which is computed as a continuous beam 
supported by the cantilever footings. Weep holes are placed 
at intervals throughout the base to prevent upward water 
pressure on it.

The angle of the resultant pressure on the base should 
also be investigated, and proper precautions taken to prevent 
sliding of the dam.

Spillway.—The length, elevation, and depth of probable 
flood flow having been decided on, it remains to take 
of this flow so that no damage will result to the structure. 
The following formula has been used in designing the 
for the upper part of the spillway.’

o//Werv>ft.x

pressure

care

curve

6 S 5

S/ 6a, ;fA
t /.

-8 ft X* >£
S' F X

fit

4SkrL
Q>

10
8/y-

Flg. 8.

x- = 2.3 x H x y (d)
Where x = the offset in feet.

y = the distance below crest in feet. 
H = depth of flood flow in feet.

It is believed that this equation gives a spillway 
such that the overflowing water will adhere to the spillway 
surface and no vacuum effect will be possible. In order to 
guard against this, however, vent pipes are introduced in 
each bay, as shown in the accompanying drawing.

No satisfactory method seems to have been developed 
for designing t-he lower curve of the ogee section. In the 
design given this curve has been made the reverse of the top 
curve, which seems to be a safe procedure.

The design of the curved spillway slab is essentially a 
matter of judgment, the thickness and reinforcing depend
ing on the expected flood flow and the possibility of logs, 
ice, etc., being carried over the dam.

General Conditions.—The general layout and profile are 
shown in Fig. 6. The conditions for the design are as

curve

follows :—
In order to illustrate the method followed in such a de

sign, the river bed will be assumed as hardpan and the con
ditions such that the dam may be built on a spread founda
tion resting directly on the river bottom, provided the foun- 

is made uniform and at an intensity not todation pressure
exceed 2 tons per sq. ft. A full rollway section for the spill- 

with downstream apron to prevent scour, is alsoway, 
desirable.

•Eng. Rec., October 24, 1908, p. 461.
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Slab.—Using a minimum of 10 in. at the top, t 
quired thickness at elevations 2.0, 14.0, and 26.0 are C ^ 
puted by equation (b) and found to be 22, 19 and 147» 
respectively, allowing 2 in. for protection. At elevation 
however, the depth is 37 ft. ; hence the shear, as a n>'-“ 
of diagonal tension, will control. This may be taken ^ 
lb. per sq. in., a high value, which is permissible ec^Dg 
the slab is so deep in comparison to its span that arc

2.0,
easur*

60

will doubtless occur. Hence
62.5 x 12.16 x 37 24 in'

: 22 in. + protection —d =
2 x 12 x 60 x i

and the slab will be made 24 in. thick.
The steel may now be computed from equation (c) 

reduces to S = 6.95 d 4- x if we use &-in. square bars. ^ ^ ^ 
bars are used as they will give a reasonable spacing (4* 
the bottom of the slab and may be used throughout wit 
little waste. It is a poor plan to use bars of differen ^ 
in the deck, as there is a possibility of the bars being P .fl 
incorrectly. It is also preferable to make the cba”i 
spacing at the lift levels where the forms will be chang

4,1 V
= 4-7 (l 
= 5-4 ,, 
= 6.7 „ 

-=12-°

very

in. x = 37 ft. and S = 
“ = 17.0 “ =25 “
“ =14-75 “ = *9 “
“ =12.5 “ =
“ = 12.25 “ =

At el. 2 effective depth =22 
“ “ 14 
“ “20
« « z6 

“ “ 32 in F'8'
Plotting these results we obtain the curve shown ated. 

8, from which the spacing of the bars is taken as in 
Spacing bars % in. square, 36 in. on centres,, 

used throughout the slab to hold and secure the rein^ j0to 
bars at the proper spacing, and will be lapped 2 
each “lift” of the slab to tie the sections together. ^ 

check the buttress design f°r^ je- 
and compression, determine the foundation pressure 
sign the footings. „

The horizontal water pressures may be found r ^ 
formula wx1 4- 2, which amounts, divided by the are^ ^ 44 
buttress section at elevations 26.0, 14.0, and 2.0, g’ ^^io 
and 61 lb. per sq. in. respectively, which stresses are

! CO»'
Foundation Pressure.—Fig. 9 shows the grap lC . of 

struction for determining the base pressure. The ^ c0jp' 
the slab, flanges, and sections of the buttress are fb6 
puted, allowing 150 lb. per cu. ft. for the concre sjj0wD' 
centre of gravity of each section is then determine a ^ .g d6' 
and the line of action of the entire weight of the a 
termined by taking moments about the toe. Thus

about

It now remains to

tb«

the allowable.

to6.
0°°Weight.

6,800 lb. x 7-25 = 
18,100 “ x 10.5 = 
50,700
91.600 

163,200 “
51.600 “

49-
,Q Ol000
7l«°Walk ........................

Top lift buttress .. 
Middle lift buttress 
Bottom lift buttress
Slab ..........................
Flanges ....................

,oo°x i5-o = 
x 20.17 = 
x 30-25 = 
x 25.75 =

1,84®
4.9 S0’

ii7>= 9-382,000 “ Tl. moment

Distance from lower toe to line of action = 9.1 

382,000 = 23.9 ft. aCtS
The resultant water pressure per bay, whic (o°l, 

third up the inclined slab and at right angles t eJ foU® 
that the slope of the front face of slab is about 43 

62.5 x 37

Total 4*
,00°

Of6'

x 54 X 15 = 935,000 lb.to be
a

/Il ’*0 
Fkfe] rV

A-

<^ir

V
*-x

#
1g

x ■0
:-,

2
:■Vi , \ «1, !tl rrr\

\-Fiÿd-

The section at greatest depth only will be designed. 
For other depths, a similar section is used, the floor system 
being stepped up, as shown in Fig. 6, with step-up walls de
signed to assist the lateral earth pressure, and provided with 
pipe drains to prevent the possibility of water pressure.

Buttresses.—Width of base will be made about 0.3 
greater than height (37 ft. ) or 48 ft. Top width for walk, 
3 ft. Built in three lifts of 12 ft., and thickness of 12, 14,

Reinforcing bars will be 
placed as shown to tie the buttress together, as it has been 
found from experience that they are necessary to prevent 
cracks. Struts will be used as shown, and door openings 
left in each buttress, with connecting slab, forming a pass
ageway entirely through the dam.

Buttress flanges will be made with an overhang of 18 in. 
or about equal to the depth of slab. This is a little over the 
economical amount but inasmuch as it will be found later 
that the minimum thickness of the outer edge of the over
hang must be about 16 in. in order to support the forms, 
this figure will be used, as it gives a proper proportioning. 
As a check, the shear should be computed at the centre of 
the flange, using about 50 lb. per sq. in. This will be found 
to check closely with the design given, 
will be used throughout, so the overhang will remain con
stant.

and 16 in., as shown on Fig. 7-

The same forms

Elevation of crest of spillway will be taken at + 36 ft. ; 
maximum flood height 37*5 ft. î and crest of dam 4- 39 ft-, 
making an allowance for waves, etc., of 1.5 ft. Dam will be 
designed for a head of water equal to the full height of dam 
and the spillway to pass a 3-ft. flood.

Unit stresses in lb. per sq. in.
Deck

and apron. Footing.Buttress. 
1:3 :6 1 =3 :6Mixture ............... 1:2:4

Concrete in com
pression ...........

Concrete in shear
(direct) ...........

Concrete in shear 
( diag. tension ). 60

Steel in tension.. 14,000

600 (bending) 300 (direct) 500 (bending)

7575

40
14,000
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23,600MCombining this with the total weight of dam, as shown, 
ftomreS,ultant is found to cut the base 0.5 ft. downstream
r. ™e centre.
Z43° (0r 684.ooo
Assure)
l,o66,ooo lb.

= 1.17 sq. in. perA, =
1030 x 19

or yi in. square bars, 6 in. centre to centre, will be required.

The points where the raises in the footing may be made 
so that the shear may not exceed 50 lb. can be found by 

line from the edge of the buttress at the top of 
the centre of steel at the edge of the canti-

I030d
The total weight of dam plus 935,000 x 

vertical component of the water 
the base otlb., the

gives the total normal pressure on 
Using the well-known formula, drawing a 

the footing to
lever. This 'gives a convenient raise of 6 in. with an offset

rK)

— pressure on base in lb. per lin. ft.
== total vertical load in lb.
65 length of base in ft.
= distance resultant pressure to centre 

an equivalent uniform load of 22,200 
(max.) ~ 23,600 and p (min.) = 20,800 • P

maxi-

P =
of 18 inches.

The slab covering the space between the ends of the 
footings will be computed

vvhere

as a continuous beam with a span
4.5 ft. The maximum load that could comeof :S — 10.5 = 

on this slab would occur on the assumption that the founda
tion load is uniformly distributed over the entire foundation. 
This assumption would give a load of 23,600 = 15 = 1,570 

ft., and the bending moment in the slab would be

of base in ft. 
lin. ft.We get

andp
lb. per

foot.
lb. per sq
M = (1,570 x 4% x 4%) -r 12 = 2,650 ft. lb., requiring 
an area of steel A„ = 2,650 -r (1,030 x 8#) = 0.30 sq. in. 
per ft., which can be obtained by using %-in. square bars 
10 in. centre to centre.

Stability Against Sliding—The horizontal component of 
will be 935,00° x sin 430 = 637,000 lb.

As the width of buttress is 16 in. this represents a 
compressive stress on the buttress of 23, 00 •
' -=3 lb. p,, sq. in., which is

level

otum 
,6> = 
Slmilar
resUlts imputation for elevations i4-° 

well within the limit of 300 lb. allowed.
The resulting pressure on the base 

Vation 24.0 is also shown.
with the water the water pressureat el

«Sr>*go

A- htad or~ F g 10 —

7% i-i \—t!L—, 
-,---- rff—

1;
sé ia £/2t'o_

ay yis
*** *iÇ\ \t.-StCTlOH

m XJ/ Fx
« ■n

\y& V
Ri >:

f ik"
m <-rv

SI — orrsrrs - 5nun*i cv*vt -

y Æmy/
#77 M

F "•-lo'cJiSJÏîl. a-.y-

1...... 1A Piton 
7o‘omm¥m

■nr) jmiw*"1*"'« 31CTW*
resisted by the friction of the whole structure 

plus the resistance of any projections that may 
,'n the base for that purpose. Adding to the total

This will be 
on its base
h'laht'‘already determined, 1,066,000 lb., the weight of the 
10I which is 150,000 lb., we find that the coefficient of 

be equal to 637,000 4- 1,216,000 = 0.52. This 
doubt exists of the ability

is shown in 
having

'be 2 Efficient to transmit the load from th ,f
assn at a reas°nable unit foundation pres loacj will 

2,2$0 ], 1116 tBe width of cantilever as io-5 • foundation
hteSsUr " Pey sq. ft. The exact distribution 0 gCtly under

fZ 1S determinate and the unit Pressa above figure, 
but it” tog wiH probably be in excess of for the
f°°tins.S fought that this represents a sa e ^ buttress 
wi!l k ‘ , lle thickness of the cantilever ne at ;o ib.
Per s9. ^°ntro.1Ied by shear, which may 2-0 x 4-58 * 

*2 y 7, n"’ giving a required thickness ’ 22 in.
ï * X so , „x + ,* in. ,-0«=™n ' 

to bending 
? = (2,250 

n^yomth

be
friction must
is a rather high value, and if any 
of the foundation material to give this resistance to sliding 
the dam should be provided with base projections of suf
ficient size to resist the unbalanced thrust. The *ft cutoff 
wall shown in Fig. 10 at the downstream toe, will aid in re
sisting sliding, but should not be counted on to do so as its 
function is simply to prevent possible backwash from under

mining the floor.
Spillway._The spillway design is given in F ig. 10. The

formula used to compute the spillway curve has already been 
stated and it was also stated that the design of the rollway 
slab was largely a matter of judgment. The other features

moment will be 1h
X 4.58 x 4.58) -r 2 = 23,600 • ^ fe =1500, 

e formma A = M 4 fa jd ! with ts 
We have j = 0.3 34 and

l5,

*See ” p. 473-Baker’s “Masonry Construction
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SHOPS ATCANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY 
OGDEN, ALBERTA.

of the design are identical with those already discussed, 
and no further computations will be made.

Forms.—Wall forms will be built in panels, as shown,
—The Canadian Pacific Railway has 

operation near Calgary, Canada, a large shop plant 
than ordinary interest by reason of its size, its comP e ^ 
modern character, and the speed with which it was

the area of the panel being determined by the fact that, even 
where derricks and cable-ways are available, conditions fre
quently arise that require the manhandling of forms ; hence 
they must be within the lifting capacity of the number of 
men that can be conveniently grouped around them for that 

For this reason no form will exceed 800 lb. in

and

b?
The work was designed and built in its en'tire 

Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company, consulting^# 
constructing engineers, of Montreal and New York, ' e( 
under the direction of Mr. J. G. Sullivan, chief eB 1 
of the western lines of the Canadian Pacific Railwa-V’

purpose.
weight.

andAll forms will be designed to resist the loadings due to 
pressure of water in the concrete for the full heights of

Mr. N. E. Brooks, divisional engineer. ^ a
The shop location is at Ogden (named in honor ^ 

vice-president of the railway), and is 4% miles ^r^tagce 
gary and about 2,250 miles from Montreal. Its ^ 
from those sections of the country where the greater ^ 

of the construction materials, machinery and equip® ‘’ $t 
produced constituted the first and one of the most *®^cc0unt

win?

each lift.
Stresses used will be based upon the ultimate unit 

stresses recommended by the Association of Railway Super
intendents with a safety factor of three, which is ample for 
temporary work of this character.

problems. A second important problem arose on 
of the construction season being extremely short, o 
the high latitude, frost remaining in 'the ground unti 
April 1 st and returning with snow as early as Onto 
A third very important problem was the comparative ^ 
of labor in the Canadian North-West, this conditi°n

months,

INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING CONGRESS,
1915.

to

ist-
In connection with the Panama-Pacific International Ex

hibition which will be held in San Francisco in 1915, there 
will be an International Engineering Congress, in which en
gineers throughout the world will be invited to participate.

The congress is to be conducted under the auspices of 
the following five national Engineering Societies : American 
Society of Civil Engineers, American Institute of Mining 
Engineers, The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, 
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, and The Society 
of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers.

These societies, acting in co-operation, have appointed a 
permanent committee of management, consisting of the presi
dents and secretaries of each of these societies, and eighteen 
members resident in San Francisco.

The committee has effected a permanent organization, 
with Prof. Wm. F. Durand as chairman, and W. A. Cat- 
tell as secretary-treasurer, and has established executive of
fices in the Foxcroft Building, 68 Post Street, San Francisco.

The ten members of the committee, consisting of the 
the presidents and secretaries of the five national societies, 
will constitute a committee on participation, through whom 
all invitations to participate in the congress will be issued to 
governments, engineering societies, and individuals.

The honorary officers of the congress will consist of a 
president and a number of vice-presidents selected from 
among the most distinguished engineers of this and foreign 
countries.

The papers presented at the congress will naturally be 
divided into groups or sections. During the congress each 
section will hold independent sessions, which will be presided 
over by a chairman eminent in the branches of engineering 
covered by his section.

The scope of the congress has not as yet been definitely 
determined, but it is hoped to make it widely representative 
of the best engineering practice throughout the world, and it 
is intended that the papers, discussions and proceedings 
shall constitute an adequate review of the progress made 
during the past decade and an authoritative presentation of 
the latest developments and most approved practices in the 
various branches of engineering work.

The papers, which will be collected and published by the 
congress, should form an invaluable engineering library, 
and it is intended that this publication shall be in such form 
and at such cost as to become available to the greatest pos
sible number.

greatly aggravated during the late summer 
harvesting begins and all labor markets are PraC

ticalU

drained of men.
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Main Building From West, Showing Blacksmith and 
Shop Bays.

edi
Plans had, therefore, to be drawn, materials 5°

deliveries made and complete field organization Per ^ pc- 
that the shops could be closed in between April a c0ul^ 
cember ist, and sufficiently heated so that inside w
be continued after cold weather had set in. How __
done will be seen by the following progress diagra

The shops consist in general of :—
Main locomotive shop (including 

blacksmith and boiler shops).
Tender and wheel shop.
Pattern shop and pattern storage.
Foundry.
Storehouse and office building.
Material platforms and scrap docks.
Oil-house.
Carriage repair and paint shop.
Freight car repair shop.
Planing mill.
Boiler-house.

dti”6'
erecting. 013

ilIP1,260-foot yard crane.
Miscellaneous structures, including transfer ( I 

pit for coach shop, main hoist, wells, and watcr^°e pt°ieC 

all service systems, such as drainage, sewers, 
tion. water supply, etc.



comMain Loc<>motive Shop.—This building is designed to 
and K0 t*le erecting shop, machine shop, blacksmith s op,

lift-over type, and 
feet between

cent- ' erecting shop is of a transverse 
centflnS ^irtyfive bays, each twenty-five - 
area 5’ tod is 7/8 feet long by 75 feet wide. The entire 
tWoVs Served by two travelling electric cranes, carried 
trofiP,eVelS- The 12o-ton crane, furnished with two SO*« 
^rrinj’ *S Carried on the upper level, and is used or r 
part. ’ Reeling and unwheeling locomotives an an 
a t 0ne of the trolleys on this crane is equipped wth 

hio-u , °n auxiliary hoist for handling light materia a 
ffh.hoisting speed.

speed °ther ten"ton travelling electric crane operates 
Cdb 3nd serve the entire area of the erecting shop for

b,acksn5 t™316”31 in that shoP and tranferrmg sana® d 
the kTh Sh0p and machine shop. The machine shop and 
of tkb°ller shop are located in adjacent bays on either

°e erecting shop.
shop r°Vlsi°n is made on the crane columns in the ere ^ 
6lantlin°r attaching portable jib cranes or use ^
fives, Tt,and erecting material on the front en s of
the 0v bese oranes are placed where desired y

er ead travelling electric cranes. .
Vided nIrance for locomotives to the erecting s tbe
shop through four doors, located in the west Sid

’ Wo of these doors being located at eit er iocom0- 
tives J Providing- additional means for entrance ^ tbe 
•tiachin^ k°°r openinSfS are provided in the eas^^ ^ four 
at t}je g shop, two of these being at the north

erectinl°f these entrance tracks are connected up mdi ^
huildin Pits °f the several stalls where they" 
of > to permit of the locomotives 

hec0Rle bop through these entrances should

The

at high

desirabl tools is 
on one

e or necessary.
machine shop to contain heavy m

Parallel with and adjoining the erecting s as
the er‘ n . *s 60 feet g inches wide and the sa ten_ton
taping shop. A high-speed travelling crane of 

he b y =overs the entire area of this shop. ^ 
ctid 0flht into the shop through a door Pro 
ehd of tK 6 bui,ding the material being roa . rd crane, 
which tr 6 naachine sh°p by the travelling e c locomotive 

travels across the end and outside of me

achine'°cated
side

Material
ided in the 

to the

can

shop.

Shop gaC® for the lighter machine tools ,SdPralongside of

0f the rnCad trol,ey beam is provided on Jling electric 

trolley t ° truss to permit of using a tys shop.
^r°visin handling material longitudina y ted above 

fl0 n as been made for a foreman’s o ce s0 as
give rt,and having liberal glass surface m the w

e best possible view of the shop. parallel
'v’th thP b*achsmith shop is located alongside machine
VT?"*”* ■!»» o- ,bc .PP-=»« "-e,=h 33=

0tlg, g ,ls building consists of two 3 -’rtively.
Sb6° f6et 9 inches and 50 feet wide,

PaCe is provided for heavy
C- in the building immediately adjoini g

^ahe, f blacksmitb shop will not be serv’ed B S to handle 
^ m bü Provision has been made for J-b ^

Ip 1 ,al fro™ steam hammers, forg-ags

feet

hatn-
the erecting

shop.

located
It? fprp.bUllding °f lower cross-section along ^ sbop ma
ttery ' ??s> bolt headers and other a . a trolley its 
tï' >eLbThis P°rti<m of the shop is served ent 0f material
ht°ngh ?kt0 faoilitate the longitudinal movement

the shop.

The space for the boiler shop is provided in a two-bay 
building, alongside of and parallel with the erecting shop 
at the end of the blacksmith shop, 352 feet long and the 

width as the latter shop.
That part of the boiler shop immediately adjoining the 

erecting shop is provided with a 40-ton travelling electric 
equipped with two 20-ton trolleys serving the entire 

of the boiler shop for handling the boilers and other

same

crane
area 
material.

The riveting tower is located between two of the roof
trusses in the end of the boiler shop, with a 25-ton crane 
for serving the hydraulic riveter.

In the outer of the two bays of the boiler shop space 
is provided for a flue shop and boiler shop tools. The entire 
length of this space is served by a 3-ton overhead travelling 
trolley for handling material through the shop. Space for 
a fltie rattier is provided immediately outside of and adjacent 
to the low bay of 'the boiler shop.

An entrance track is provided through the outside wall 
of the boiler shop, on which boilers or other equipment going 
to this department can be delivered on cars under the 
travelling crane for unloading or may be loaded out for ship
ment in the same way. This facilitates the handling of 
boilers from steam shovels, pile-drivers, Lidgerwoods, etc.

Jib cranes are provided for serving the individual 
machines in the boiler shop where such service may be
necessary.

8ÉJgbfc

Northwest View, Showing Roof Arrangements With Reference 
to Lighting of Erecting and Machine Shops.

The heating throughout is done by indirect fan system, 
for distributing the heated air underground concrete and 

used.tile ducts are
The general illumination consists of Cooper-Howitt 

lamps, with circuit and plug boxes for extension loop cords, 
provision has also been made for incandescent lighting 
circuits for individual lighting at machine tools where re- 

ired, and for outlet boxes for connecting extension lamp 
q“\c to nrovide lighting for the interior of the locomotive 

the erecting floor.boilers on
Toilets, lavatories, and metal lockers are provided in 

the various departments of this shop.
A suitable system of piping is provided for distributing 

live steam, compressed air, fuel oil, and water for fire pro
tection, drinking and hydraulic pressure.

Outlets for compressed air are provided in duplicate in 
of each of the engine pits to supply compressed

air for operating pneumatic tools.
main locomotive shop the electrical feeders from 

the power company’s transmission lines are carried in 
underground ducts, bringing the current at the voltage 
delivered by the power company, namely, 2,200 volts, to a 
ub-stâtion located adjacent to and immediately outside of 

SU machine bay, the transformers for stepping down
volts being located in this sub-station. In this sub-

In the

the low 
to 440
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In the L portion of the building of lower cross s®ctl ,e 
space is provided for steel tire wheel lathes, wheel and

machinery and such other tools as are required. .
A depressed track carried along the ends of the w ^ 

storage tracks outside facilitates unloading and loading

jg Sifflé
wheels and axles.

The heating, lighting and service equipment 
to that described for the main locomotive shop.

Pattern Shop and Pattern Storage.—Space for 
tern shop and pattern storage is provided in a sep 
building, located adjacent to the foundry, a fire-wall

the Pat'
arate
sep3'

Ating the pattern shop from the pattern storage. ^
The general construction of the building is the s^.y 

as that of the other buildings—the roof of slow-burnin? 
construction. The structure is 162 feet long by 31 fe0t W‘s 
is heated by the direct system, and lighted with
socket, marine type incandescent lamps. A sprinkler 
is provided for fire protection.

feetFoundry.—The grey iron foundry building is 
long by 80 feet wide, constructed with two bays. The 
is of structural steel, carried on concrete footings, 
general construction is the same as 
other buildings, except that the floor is of the usual 
type used in foundries, and the roof 
is of corrugated asbestos.

The bay of higher cross-section is served over it5 
length by a io-ton

frac*6

, the
that described ‘° claf

rod11the cupolaover

eat»6
jib

high-speed travelling electric crane- 
cranes, attached to building columns, are provided. ^ 
cranes are so arranged that they may be removed from ^ 
location to another if desired, being handled by the travel* 

electric crane. In the side bay of lower cross-secti°n 5 
is provided for core-making and shop moulding fl°°r'

The charging floor for the cupola is located in the 
of the lower bay.

Heating is by the indirect fan system, with undergr 1 ^ 
tile and concrete hot-air ducts. For general illum>«a _ 
flaming arcs are used in the high bay and ordinary ^"s 
in the low bay, with outlet boxes for extension la^P

Toilets, lavatories, and conveniences for 'the 11,6,1 
provided ; also steam, air, and 
tection and drinking

ceOtte

n<l

afcS

pro-
service for fifewater

purposes.
The location of this building alongside of and Pa 

with the travelling electric yard crane enables the 
of scrap and pig-iron to be taken care of by the yam c ^0 
This close proximity of the foundry to the yard cranl, tb6 
reduces to a minimum the handling of the castings fj01” f„r 
foundry to storage, to the main shop, or in loadm» 
shipment. ,,

. T,y
Storehouse and Office Building.—This building’ 1 fgt a 

ft. 6 in. long by 60 ft. wide. One end of the building ^5 
length of forty feet is carried up three stories, and c0®alllt.

and third floors and a firepm0 is 
building, for storehouse pufP°®tjorp)

all6'

offices on the sect 
The remainder of 
two stories high 
scales, material bins and shelving.

contains electric elevator,

cot‘
The wall are constructed of hollow-tile blocks 0 

Crete foundations. The framing is of heavy timbers^ 
roof sheathing of two by fours, surfaced on one sl jati°pS 
one edge, and spiked together on edge. The f°un t0 ct1 

carried up to bring the floor of the storeroom 
door height. ^

The necessary toilet and lavatory facilities are pr°i<iAe< 
The offices are heated by direct radiation, the re fbe 
of the building being heated by the indirect systet0' W 
lighting is by incandescent lamps. Fire protecti°n 
automatic sprinklers.

The ground floor of the storehouse has an 
asphalt mastic wearing surface. The other floors tn 
the building are of wood.

are

station two motor generator acts for supplying direct cur
rent are also located. The switchboard is also located in 
this sub-station for controlling the power and lighting 
circuits in the machine shop and for the tender shop and 
foundry. As far as possible distributing feeders are carried 
in conduit beneath the shop floor, thereby minimizing the 
amount of exposed wiring in the shops.

The building containing all of the above departments 
of the locomotive shop is constructed with structural steel 
frame carried on concrete foundations. The exterior walls 
up to the window-sill line are of concrete ; above the window
sills of hollow tile, plastered.

Ample window area is provided in the side walls and in 
roof monitors and skylights so as to give sufficient natural 
lighting.

Good ventilation is obtained through ventilators in the 
monitors and skylights and by the use of swinging sash in 
the vertical walls.

With the exception of the blacksmith shop and a portion 
of the boiler shop, the floor throughout is constructed with 
a 1 %-inch asphalt mastic wearing surface, which is under
laid with a rough concrete slab about six inches thick. In 
the blacksmith shop and a portion of the boiler shop the 
floor is of cinders.

Coach Repair Shop.

The roof sheathing is constructed of 2 x 4’s, surfaced 
on one side and one edge and spiked together on edge, thus 
affording good fire-resistance qualities and materially re
ducing the heat losses. The roof waterproofing is four-ply 
tarred felt, pitch and gravel, with copper flashing. Suitable 
drain leaders are provided and connected into underground 
tiled drains to carry off the water from the roof.

The large skylight on the erecting shop bay is of steel 
bars, lead-covered with ribbed wired glass.

Tender and Wheel Shop.—This building is constructed 
with structural steel frame and with steel roof trusses, other
wise the general construction of the building is similar to 
that described for the main locomotive shop. It is an 
L-shaped structure, 263 feet by 80 feet wide, with L 180 feet 
long by 80 feet wide, and affords space for making repairs 
to locomotive tenders, steam shovels and other maintenance- 
of-way equipment.

That portion of the shop intended to receive the equip
ment to be repaired is spanned over its entire area by a 
20-ton high-speed travelling electric crane equipped with 
two 10-ton trolleys.

Longitudinal tracks on 20-foot centres extend to the 
doors in the building wall.

A car-puller is installed for moving the equipment into 
and out of the shop.

A sufficient number of tracks extend through the rear 
wall of the building to facilitate the movement of material 
into the shop.
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The storehouse is located parallel with the main loco
motive shop. The space between these two buildings is 
spanned by a high-speed travelling crane, which can be

Thedat ~ w>ndow arrangement is such as to best accommo 
Stona v material bins and shelves without interference with 
g00d lighting.

Iaprii ImayTjuneIjulyJaugsep

Siill ÜÜHI I53Ü5301531
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mature or work 153015 31 1531 15 281531;
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—Progress Record.
C.P.R. Shops, Calgary
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erection of another shop on the opposite side of the tra 

table.
utilized to handle all heavy material to and from the cars 
from the storage space that is provide between the store
house and the erecting shop. The use of this crane practi
cally eliminates manual handling of heavy material, and 
permits of handling numerous small parts in quantities when 
contained in suitable receptacles.

eidergrou
lafflP5,Heating is by the indirect fan system, with tm 

concrete and tile ducts. Lighting is by incandescent ^ 
Compressed air, steam and water service, indu 
protection and automatic sprinklers, are provided pjjed 
lavatories, and conveniences for the men are also

in this shop.
widefeetFreight Car Repair Shop.—This building is 231 *- ^

by 303 feet long, and contains eight repair tracks sP 
pairs, with industrial track between each pair 0 

tracks. A tile wall partitions off the shop, 
along one side, which will contain the blacksmith ^ 
tools, heating plant, foremans office, toilets, and la

wid6
fifty feet

for£eS’
ries-

The building is of structural steel frame, 
plastered on the outside, with saw-tooth roof cons ^ tj,e 
The general construction of the building otherwise^^d 
same as that of the other shop buildings. An wjtb 
trolley beam is provided to permit of handling tin®

Dlley into the shop. aod
Compressed air, steam and water service ^^pplied- 

fire protection, including automatic sprinklers, are,crgroUfl<J 
Heating is with the indirect fan system, with un ngStel> 

and tile ducts. Lighting is by 100-wattconcrete
lamps. jujobef

The location of this building alongside of 1 ^ pass^ 
yard permits of handling lumber so that it can 
through into the shop without rehandling. . et

Planing Mill.—This building is 303 feet long ^ fratf>e 
wide, and contains the woodworking machinery. ffce
is of structural steel, carried on concrete footing ^ ^jt 
genferal construction of the building is 'the same ^ tbe 
of the other shop buildings. A track extends t r0 ateli^ 

building longitudinally to permit of movement 0 ^ tl>6
in at one end to the various machines and out thr° fbe 
opposite end with the minimum amount of hand

Interior of Planing Mill.

Material Platforms and Scrap Dock—A material plat
form, 90 feet wide and about 350 feet long, abuts one end 
of the storehouse. This platform is also carried along either 
side of the storehouse, where it is 15 feet wide. I't is con
structed of concrete retaining walls, filled in with earth, and 
a topdressing of cinders covers the fill, except alongside 
of storehouse, where plank covering is laid. The platform 
extends to and along the sides of the oil-house.

Oihhouse.—For storing and distributing oil a separate 
building is provided convenient to, but located far enough 
away from, the storehouse and other buildings to eliminate 
the fire risk. It is constructed with tile walls (plastered on 
the exterior) on concrete foundations, with a concrete base
ment at one end for the tanks which contain the oil, for local 
distribution. The roof is of reinforced concrete slab, as is 
also the floor of the pump-room over the basement. That 
part of 'the building used for storing oil in barrels has a 
cinder floor. The pump-room is partitioned off with a brick 
wall, carried up to make a fire-wall

Ten oil tanks, with measuring pumps, are installed, and 
provision is made for conveniently emptying the oil from 
barrels into the tank in the basement.

The oil-house basement is heated by the direct system 
to the high temperature necessary to render the oil fluid 
during extreme cold weather, the direct system being also 
used 'to heat the rest of the building. The lighting of the 
building is with keyless socket marine type incandescent 
lamps. Fire protection, including sprinklers, is installed.

Coach Repair and Paint Shop.—The building containing 
these departments is 362 feet long by 146 feet wide, having 
fifteen tracks on 24-inch centres. It is constructed with 
hollow building tile carried on concrete foundation. Heavy 
timber posts support the roof, which is of slow-burning mill 
construction. Otherwise the construction is the same as that 
described for the main shop building.

Space is provided along one side of the building for 
varnish room, upholstering, office, sub-store, paint storage, 
heating plant and air-brake repairs. '

When necessity arises for increased shop capacity in this 
department it is proposed to obtain such increase by the

.

—. -i....

it?:

no-ronInterior of the Locomotive Shop, Showing 
Locomotive Crane.

of.
ri>’‘building is located so as to be convenient to the 

car shop and the freight car shop. The lumber ya- 
back of and at one end of the planing mill. coK>'

distributives
Suitable piping has been provided for 

pressed air and water. The fire protection system
et»1

automatic sprinklers.
Provision is made for toilets, lavatories, 

lockers for the men employed in this department.
with f?a

inaof*

it«lv»n
Heating is by the indirect fan system 

iron heating ducts. Lighting is by mercury vap°r
latttP5'
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Boiler2l00n , House—This building contains sufficient space for 
Pfoviri h°rse-P°wer water tube boilers that are required to 
for vvU'Steam ^or heating the shops and for other purposes 
^Pildiri 1C^ s*-eam is required throughout the shops. e 
foUnd 5 15 instructed with brick walls carried on concrete 
bunkertonS’ S'teel roof trusses and supports for coa
high vv'" k ^be chimney is of reinforced concrete, 200 ee

~ a minimum diameter of nine feet, 
a rein7 0verhead coal bunker for each boiler is divided by 
provjdfi°rCed concrete partition into two compartments o 
head °r storing and burning two kinds of coal. An over 
cin<jer„ °rage bin for ashes is provided, from which m e 
the bll]7an be discharged by gravity into cars alongside ot 
side th lng- A concrete dumping hopper is provi e ou 
raises r dumPing coal from cars. A pivot steel e evator 

discharges. the coal into the overhead bunker. 
ash-binC 6t’ w*tk electric hoist, handles the ashes into

in thrp6 boiler units are 350 horse-power rating, and are set 
equip»* Series of two each. Five of the boilers are 
shahid With chain grate stokers. The sixth boiler has the 
refuse grates to burn shavings and other p anmg

c°nip^Ce is also provided for three electrically driven
airPer m°rS’ 6acb a capacity of 1,500 cubic feet of fre* 
at this t-lnute’ Only two of these compressors are m

s time.
buildintnS/0rmers and distributing panel are located m this 
current f°r transforming and distributing light and P 
c°ach ° ?be shop yard, freight car shop, planing ml ’ 
this Repair shop. There is no direct current apparatus m

!it>eWSi? has been made for two incoming 
°r breal 2,000 k-w- and the second of 1,000 k.w.

eakdown service. ,
ShoP p» Steam required for the steam ' hammers and ot 
^ hS?°- during the summer time can be supplied^ 
?are bop Tbe boiler capacity provided wi wben
he ^ ler during the extreme weather conditi 

VafrtmUm steam demand occurs.
5*tePds f Crane—A yard crane runway, 1.260 , rieg
a the west line of the locomotive shop, and carnes
?Pah, Ser hlgh-speed travelling electric crane wi e_
h°Pse the material yard and a portion of h ^

,Cltten<|s °rm and scrap dock. One of the s‘°reho ainpie 
fPa<ie f0r r°Ugh under this crane, resulting '7 Storehouse, 
Sdry a h,e storage of material alongside of the
?ate5 and locomotive shop. By this arran^»^1“op 
J. leaded an b* unloaded, stored, and rehan e ctjcaily

ltClinatin °Ut again by the crane for shipmen , beavy 
^aterial g manual labor in the handling of

,'rA' theCeUane°us Structures.—The transfer table for 
pipped *aCb sh°P is 75 feet long, of :5o ton 

Cirh electric motor, with concrete transf 
^ W extending out far enough at either endI o

'0r Providing entrance and egress a both end ^ 

sh,inches S! budding is 269 feet 6 inches Ion ^
on 6 Mth °f wooden frame construction, sea]6d

tb« insidheathing- building paper and floor,
W e Wlth metal sheathing. It has ' ,tbe work- 

aadn apd a a dining-room and lunch with kitchen
'artery 'ng"room f°r the officials, tog bu;iding ;s
JIed Un * SlxtY feet of the length o schoolroom

a4 ,9UanersWf° st0ries t0 Provide an aJJretJe direct system Igbtin . help. Heating is by tne 
fr . Therç with incandescent lamps.

' bt r are also two small buildings 
a,r tracks for blacksmith shops

aUd

near the
workmen’s

located
and

tools, and in one of them is a small toilet and office. Dry 
kiln material bins, plate and iron racks, coal and coke sheds 
are also provided.

For obtaining water for shop purposes there have been 
put down two eight-inch wells equipped with electrically 
operated pumps. To supplement this supply and to provide 
a main source of supply for fire protection the city of Calgary 
has brought down into the shop site to a point midway the 
length of the main shop building on the west side a 10-inch 
cast-iron water main. The shop service and fire lines are 
connected onto this main and into a steel tank of 125,000 
gallons capacity, which is erected on a 70-foot steel tower, 
principally for use in connection with automatic sprinklers 
in the various buildings where these are installed. A 
plete fire protection system has been put in, with hydrants 
distributed about the shop yard.

The sewage system in the shop yard may be divided 
into the sanitary and storm sewers. The city of Calgary is 
furnishing the main sanitary sewer, beginning at the east 
line of the freight car shop and extending to the 
boundary of the shop property. All the sanitary sewage lines 
from the various buildings are connected into this 
Storm sewers are provided where necessary to carry off the 
roof water from the buildings where the roof construction 
is such that this cannot be discharged on to the ground.

com-

eastern

sewer.

The location of the shops is about four and one-half 
miles east of Calgary, practically on the open prairie, and 
on the beginning of construction arrangements had to be 
made to house and board on the shop property a considerable 
quantity of labor. To this end, frame bunk-houses 
built with two tiers of bunks on each side of the building, 
eight bunks long, each house having a capacity of 32 men. 
Stoves were placed in the centre aisle and benches along the 
sides of the lower tier of bunks On the coming of summer 
and as the labor forces were increased some of the men were 
housed in standard 12 x 14 wall tents, which accommodated 
four men each. A large mess-room and kitchen and store- 

space was also fitted up with a capacity of feeding

were

room
about 400 men at one time. Great care was exercised through
out the work in keeping the camp in a sanitary condition. 
This work was largely under the direction of doctors, who 
visited the camp each day to take care of all sickness, and 
an arrangement was also made whereby those who were 

on the work voluntarily contributed a small amountemployed
from their wages for the services of these doctors. This 
amount also included hospital service when necessary. Due 
to this care there was very little sickness on the job.

As there were no accommodations for men with families 
the shops the railroad company put into temporarynear

■service a train to carry the men back and forth from Calgary, 
and several hundred men went back and forth on this train 
each day. This arrangement helped the situation consider- 
ablv, especially as the season advanced and all kinds of 
skilled and unskilled labor became more difficult to obtain. 
A standing order was placed through several labor agencies 
in Calgary to send men daily to the job. As the work neared 
completion the bunk-houses and mess-house previously men
tioned were turned over to the railroad to take care of their 
own men, who were at that time living in cars on the pro- 

This, of course, released the cars and permitted theirpertv.
use at other points.

The progress schedule will show the prosecution of the 
work, but it should be again pointed out that it was not 
possible to break ground until April 1st, 1912, and by March 

th 1913, the locomotive shop was in full operation. When, 
the magnitude of the work is considered, as also its distance 
from the larger centres, it will be appreciated that a record 
for prompt performance has been established.

:

!
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out at provincial expense to ascertain the best means . etra2
structing clay roads. It has been found that Saska ^

produce
Owing
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In view of the scarcity of gravel and stone 
of Saskatchewan, extensive experiments have been

PHOENIX BRIDGE AND IRON WORKS 
COMPANY

The Phoenix Bridge and Iron Works Company is making 
issue of bonds and stock this week, through the Que-

This stock has already
clays burned at comparatively low temperatures 
excellent surfacing material for graded roads. 
reddish color of this burned clay these roads are n ^er- 
“the red roads of Saskatchewan.” Their cost, where ^ 
drainage is not necessary, has been found to be fr° S11r- 
to $2,500 a mile. This includes the cost of burning^ tbe 

Where tile drainage of the grade is esS® jt is 
is increased by from $1,000 to $i,5°° a 1111 

claimed that these roads stand up well under Pr

to tbea new asbee Savings and Trust Company, 
been underwritten, and is now being distributed to the 
public. The offering consists of $750,000 of 6 per cent, first 
mortgage bonds, and of $800,000 of common stock. The 
bonds are being offered at 96 per cent, of par, and the stock 

The offering is being made simultane- face clay.at $50 per share, 
ously in London and in Canada. Approximately $450,000 
of the bonds and $405,000 of the stock have been taken firm. 
A new company has just been incorporated at Ottawa with

This company in every way

airie c°*cost

d «»tb
Another class of road that is being experiment? grade 

Saskatchewan consists of a specially prepared c ay ggCb 1 
covered with asphalt. If suitable to the comdmo ^ ’^geS. 
road should prove popular in the smaller towns a

ditions.
a capitalization of $1,500,000. 
takes the place of the company which has heretofore operated 
under the same title. After the present issue has been ac
complished, there will remain in the treasury to provide 
funds for future expenses and for the general purposes of 
the company, $700,000 of the common shares of the com- 

All the bonds will have been issued.
The Phcenix Bridge and Iron Works Company has a plant 

situated in the centre of the manufacturing district of Mont
real, where shipping facilities are all that could be desired. 
The concern manufactures and erects structural steel for 
bridges and buildings. The cost of delivery, owing to the 
central location of the concern, is smaller than in the case 
of most other companies. Operations have now been carried 
on satisfactorily since 1898, and save for an occasional year, 
earnings have shown a fairly constant increase, beginning 
with $51,000 in 1898 and progressing gradually to upwards 
of $600,000 during the past couple of years. The land owned 
by the company allows of an expansion to the works. The 
assets of the company, at the end of last year, including 
$25,000 which is being provided for improvements, amounted 
to $1,400,000, while total liabilities were but $57,000. This 
leaves a surplus of $1,243 against the present bond issue of

ENGINEER5,pany. INSTITUTION OF CIVIL
tbat

Many of our readers will be interested in „ reSu,t 
Col. H. N. Ruttan, city engineer of Winnipeg, a seSs 
of the ballot for the election of officers for the . T 
of the Institution of Civil Engineers has been m ^ gled1^ 
list of gentlemen whose names appear as eh^lb C ter; V,<L 
is as follows : President, Mr Anthony George L, ^ Jot 
presidents, Mr. Benjamin Hall Blyth (Edmburg b 
Strain (Glasgow), Mr. George Robert Jebb ^ bers . 
and Mr. Alexander Ross (London) ; other j0bi> , 
council, Mr. John A. F. Aspinall (Liverpool), ' ^ 
Brodie (Liverpool), Mr. William B. Bryan (Lono ^
R. E. B. Crompton (London), Mr. J. M. Dobso ^ gill»
Sir Hay Frederick Donaldson (London), Mr. .

(London), Mr. W. H. Ellis (Sheffield), Mr. 
(Australasia), Sir Maurice Fitzmaurice (Lon,^Jvca61*'' ci 
Purser Griffith (Dublin), Mr. C. A. Harrison £, J°
Tyne), Mr. Walter Hunter (London), Mr. Ha ^ ^ M 
(London), Sir Thomas Matthews (London), Mr ^ M 
(London), Mr. C. L. Morgan (London), M gir P%)
(London), Mr. A. M. Tippett (South Africa!,^ pug ,
Watts (London), Mr W. B Worthington (Derby!, £d' , 
Clerk (London), Mr. Robert S. Highet (Indl®'’ (l°cd

Frederick Pal»er

jot

effi
Ferg?
Sirton

$750,000.
Mr. James W. Pyke is president of the company, and 

Mr. T. Palmer Howard is general manager.

ABSENCE OF ROADS IS ECONOMIC LOSS

The improvement and maintenance of good roads in the 
rural districts is a vital problem in all parts of Canada. In
evitably, perhaps, the phenomenal development of railway 
and waterway navigation has largely overshadowed the 
necessity that exists for properly built waggon roads. How
ever, it is steadily being more fully realized that the absence 
of such roads causes an economic loss of great importance 
to every citizen, and especially those of the rural districts.

Scientific progress is being made in many parts of Can
ada. The government of Ontario is spending large sums 
on roads in New Ontario. New Brunswick is enacting “good

Hopkinson (Manchester), Mr. 
and Col. H. N. Ruttan (Winnipeg).

LARGE STEAM PLANT.

plant of 60,000 k.w.
MÉÉ

Contracts for a steam
been placed recently in New York by ^essrS‘ t:o0 v--, m- 
& Company, New York, for the Chile Exp ^lC,t6/
The equipment at present comprises four 
generators coupled direct to four i4,3°° 
turbines of Escher Wyss & Company

10,000 k-w;1v 5te
p. s.

faCture’,h
turoines 01 rescuer njss «. rking <W
These units will run at 1,500 r.p.m. when w0 suPe , 
of 170 pounds pressure and 325° Centigr ^ atteodl£l)^ 
Escher, Wyss & Company, Montreal, who.' have st j/ 
■the American business of their works, 7.un:^oSt A1** </ 
this order against competition from the ^ stea

roads” legislation ; amd Saskatchewan, where railway de
velopment during the past few years has been phenomenal, 
is carrying out a comprehensive “good roads” policy.

Saskatchewan has appropriated $1,200,000 for highway 
improvement work during 1913. This is merely a continu
ation of the work commenced in 1905, and each year since 
then the government has expended from $200,000 to $700,- 

roads and bridges. The work has been car-

manu

and European makers on the strength 
sumption of their turbine. . e po*er jjn*

The plant is to be installed in Chile. ab oStnisS^j/J 
for electric smelting of copper ore. I h,‘ '^ (y00 
which is of 200 miles length, will be for 1 ’ bcen a' 

Messrs. Siemens, Schuckert Werke ■* . uipmcl>
‘ ‘ whole of the electrical

000 a year on
ried out under the supervision of a board of highway com
missioners, and assistance is granted through them to muni
cipalities under certain carefully defined conditions, states 
Conservation. This assistance is confined to the building 
of bridges and trunk roads. The old statute labor system is 
discouraged as being uneconomical and inefficient.

sure.
the contract for the

A



^be Canadian Engineer OIL ENGINES FOR MARINE SERVICE.

While Canada may not, perhaps, stand out 
spicuously as a country that has shown very great de
velopment along shipbuilding and marine engineering 
lines, there has doubtless during the past few years been 
a great impetus given to the shipbuilding and 
engine industry in this country, and there is every 
to believe that this will continue to go on indefinitely. 
For that reason it is interesting to note the changes that 
have recently taken place, so far as the adaptation of 
the oil engine to marine purposes is concerned.

A report just issued by the committee of Lloyds’ 
Register calls attention to the fact that the British 
Admiralty during the past year have placed contracts 
for marine oil engines greater in power than ever any
thing attempted. This report states that there are Diesel 
oil engines now being built for thirty-four marine vessels 
these vessels ranging in tonnage from two to two thou
sand. tons, and the engines of various types ranging in 
power from 750 to 120 brake horse-power per set. This 
report states that from January 1st, 1910, to the present 
time there have been completed in the United Kingdom 
under the survey of the society fifteen oil-carrying vessels 
and nineteen other vessels constructed with oil-fuel 
bunkers. This will give our readers some idea of the 
work that is going on looking toward replacement of 
coal by oil for marine purposes. It furthermore states 
that five large engineering firms on the Clyde 
in a position to make Diesel oil engines for the largest 
class of ocean-going ships. All along the line the demand 
for steamers with oil fuel furnaces is increasing 
greatly. Not only in Great Britain, but in other 
tries, this subject has been given a great deal of attention. 
Russia stands out notably as a country in which this 
work has been attempted in the most vigorous manner, 
and altogether it looks as though the oil engine, so far 
as its application to marine purposes is concerned, is 
quickly coming into its own.

This development is not without significance and 
interest for those connected with the shipbuilding in
dustry in Canada, as signs are not altogether wanting 
which point to bigger things being accomplished by the 
yards in Canada in the days that are to come.
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773 In investigating general problems that relate to the 
fuel resources of the country and in testing fuels be
longing to or for the use of the Government, the Bureau 
of Mines of the United States has given considerable 
attention to the efficiency and economic value of pro
ducer-gas power plants. Its engineers during the past 
eight years not only have shown a very low fuel 
sumption per horse-power hour for these plants, but 
have demonstrated conclusively the possibility of utilizing 
commercially low grades of bituminous coal, lignite, and 
peat in plants properly designed for the use of those 
fuels. The anthracite plant has been recognized as a 
commercial possibility for several years, although the 
cost of the fuel used has in general restricted these plants 
to comparatively small units.

The commercial development of the producer-gas 
power plant in America has been largely within the past 
six or eight years. The feeling of doubt in the minds 
of many regarding the future of the industry has led the 

of Mines to publish in a brochure the results of
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nttaW^

To obtain this rate a first-class through ticket t0 va5ed, 
Canada (either limited or unlimited), must be P“ ^ 
and a certificate obtained from the ticket agent be
purchase has been made. If a through ticket cai ^ 
purchased, then a local ticket should be obtained fof 
nearest point where a through ticket can be 0 a 
the remaining distance to 'the place of meeting.

investigations. This feeling of doubt was fostered 
by the extensive introduction of the steam turbine and 
the increased interest in the oil engine. During the past 
three years the belief of many who were formerly farm 
believers in the gas producer has been that this type of 
power has reached its height of development, and that 
from a commercial standpoint it can no longer be re
garded as a complete success. _

The results of these investigations and the tacts 
gleaned from an inspection of the summaries and charts 
presented are far from revealing the condition thought 
to be the case by those who have regarded the immediate 
downfall of the producer as inevitable. _

It is probable that at the present time there are m 
the United States 900 or 1,000 producer gas-power 
plants, ranging in size from 15 horse-power to several 
thousand horse-power.

During the past three years the number of anthracite 
plants over 500 horse-power rating has increased 263 per 
cent, and the total horse-power represented by these 
plants has increased in the same period 242 per cent.

During the same period the number of bituminous- 
coal plants of 500 horse-power rating or less has in
creased 118 per cent., and the total horse-power repre
sented by these small bituminous-coal plants has in
creased 89 per cent. . __

At the present time producer-gas plants representing 
nearly 85 per cent, of the total number of installations 
in this country are operating on anthracite. .

Of the total horse-power listed, approximately 40 
per cent, is derived from anthracite and nearly 52 per 
cent, from bituminous coal and lignite.

In 1909 the bituminous-coal plants averaged. 12.5 
times the size of the anthracite plants, but the intro
duction of the larger anthracite plants and of the 
smaller bituminous-coal plants makes the ratio for 1912

their

rout«
Tickets for the return trip over that part or 1 tbe

covered by such certificates will be sold, at three- wbo
highest limited fare, to those persons, and those °“e’p0int 
hold the certificates signed by the ticket agent at ^ pUt- 
where through tickets to the place of meeting we ^ tbe 
chased, and countersigned also by the secretary ^ 
society, certifying that the holders have been m a
at the convention. e

Tickets on this plan cannot be purchased t;Bg.
three days (exclusive of Sunday) before the time 0 days 
and return tickets must be purchased within 1 
(exclusive of Sunday) after the date of adjournmen^ ^ tbe 

Particular attention is called to the request ma ^ ^gj0. 
Passenger Associations that persons desiring to aV tibcate5 
selves of the reduced rates be at the offices for c ^ of 
and tickets at least thirty minutes before the d<A tbrouZb 
trains. Also that these rates are applicable only 
tickets to Ottawa, Canada.

thaP

Programme. t;ot>
Tuesday, June 17th.—At 3 P-m. there will be a d>e 

by the Premier, the Right Honorable R. L. Borde > 
mayor of Ottawa, at the Chateau Laurier. 0f tbe

Evening—At 9 P-m. the president and offi ch;iteau 
informal reception at thesociety will hold an 

Laurier. Dancing may be expected. gfil*
Wednesday, June 18th.—At 10 a.m. the first s ^ 

be called to order, and the president will deliver 
address, after which the business meeting W1 entioU,0' 
The time and place for holding the annual c°conStitulticl 
1914, and several proposed amendments to the 
will be considered, and other business transacted.

Afternoon.—Members and guests are invited to a 
party at the residence of T. C. Keefer, C.M.G.,

dent, Am. Soc. C.E. 0n
Evening.—There will be an illustrated lecture ^eS,v

dian engineering subjects in the ballroom of t ^ be 
Laurier. It is expected that the subjects cove^nental 
Transportation Routes in Canada, the Transcon 
way, Canadian Water Powers, Navigation, and 
va tors on the Great Lakes. ... anooutl

Thursday, June 19th.—The local committee wi ^^g- 
the programme for this morning at the business t»

Afternoon.—There will be a motor drive PaI
city, visiting the Parliament Buildings, R°c be
Rideau Hall grounds, the Experimental Farm, t ^ 0f ta 
etc., and ending at 4.50 p.m. at th residence 
oldest members of the society, Si Sandfor ^

afternoon tea. . mcin6^5 M
Evening.—The Canadian Society of Civil - of 

tender a reception 'to the members and ^u ^ 
American Society of Civil Engineers at the C a 

• with dancing.
Friday, June 20th.—The arrangements tor 

be announced at the business meeting.
For those interested it should also be 

Royal Golf Club, which is within easy 
by trolley, will be open to the use of our 
the convention. . , .\\ rn<’rl,^6<f

S. P. Brown, M. Am. Soc. C.E., has iuvlteV.t the „ 
who pass through Montreal to visit and iu? ^ailroa 
Mount Royal Tunnel of the Canadian Northe 
that city.

about 7.5 to 1. . . , .
The use of the small bituminous-coal producer is

increasing, and an examination of the complete list of 
installations reveals several suction plants operating on 
bituminous coal. Their development is one of the most 
important steps in the producer field.

rdeo£2 si-t-pre

1
OTTAWA CONVENTION OF THE AMERICAN 

SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

Mr. Charles Warren Hunt, secretary of the American 
Society of Civil Engineers, sends us the following informa- 

connection with the forty-fifth annual convention,tion in
which is to be held in Ottawa June 17th to 20th. In a recent 

information concerning this convention,issue we gave some 
and we are glad to be able to add to this, and trust that 

readers will have the opportunity of visiting i ng’many of our 
Ottawa during convention week :—

The headquarters of the society, secretary’s office, etc., 
will be in the Chateau Laurier. All members attending the 
convention are requested to register in the secretary’s office 
in this hotel as soon as possible after arrival in order that 
lists of those in attendance may be printed promptly for

\V$
Fridas

distribution.
The

England Passenger 
Bangor and Aroostook Railroad and the Eastern Steamship 
Corporation) and the Trunk Line Association (with the 
exception of the New York, Ontario and Western) have 
authorized a reduced rate of one fare and three-fifths, on 
the certificate plan, for the round trip between any point in 
their territories and Ottawa. This concession is conditional 
upon the presentation of at least 100 certificates.

thatEastern Canadian Passenger Association, the New 
Association (with the exception of the

elsstated hot
of thedufi>*reach

member
bd5

3 a
.?
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TERMINAL PASSENGER STATIONS: THEIR
OPERATION.

I9I3-
Windsor Street station, with the result that it gets 

of the suburban traffic to the
Pacific
about 75 Per cent, or more

where there is competition between the twoLake Shore
railways, and on the other hand the C.P.R. station is more 
conveniently situated with regard to hotels, the residential 
and shopping districts, and again the Canadian Northern 
has selected a site right in the heart of the hotel and shop
ping district, and which is also within easy reach of the 
business section of the city.

Other factors which have also to be taken into account 
in the selection of a suitable location are the land available, 

size and shape ; it should also be convenient and 
easy of access, and the question of the relative cost of buy
ing the land and the cost of building have to be given con
sideration.

There are

DESIGN AND

By J, L. Busfield, B.Sc., A.C.G.I.

*£ * :,r—f “ 5»3SE
D0W American Railway Engineering Association,^^ 
assemblage of facilities provided by a ral^ay DOse 0f as- 
r at intermediate poipts on its line for the I 
e“thli„g, breaking Z and relaying trains,’ 
e mtion of a passenger terminal is given as ^ !passenger 
€nt of terminal facilities for the handling (he faCt
usiness.» These definitions clearly brmglDJion where all 
at a Passenger terminal is not only a s ^ 0f dead- 

^ ains complete their run by stopping at a^n^ wjjere there

its general

practically no railways with such unlimited 
is no consideration, so, in selecting 

site, designs, etc., for a pas
senger terminal, the differ
ent possible projects have to 
be balanced against each 
other, and usually some de
sirable features have to be 
discarded, and the railway 
company, taking into con
sideration its resources avail
able, determines which fea- 

most essential to

that expenseresources
end tracks, but refers equally well to a

y

HI ■77Z,7?
h■ m

m

M
2

tures are 
the welfare of the public and 
the improvement of the ser
vice as a whole.Chicago.Station,Dearborn

Fig- The primary object of a railway’s existence is transpor- 
the railway’s first attention must bessibly some of 

other tation, consequently
given to the necessities of transportation, viz., the railway 
tracks, cars and motive power. In addition to these, of 
course there are many accessories which are almost as inl

and among these accessories are the numerous 
from the small one-man wayside station to

* mmb" »f th>°"s» trackSl

for taking on and 
From this

any
trains pass right through the 
y than what is

Pas Cngers and baggage.
senger terminals in general 

Î3SS«S> viz., terminals' of the dead-end type 
e 1 tough track type. s that a railway

CQtyi a 'arge city or town it rarely hap ; 0f a site
CotnPany is given very much choice in the selec

setting off 
thatdelà

Pass
necessary it will be seen 

can be divided into two 
ca and those of portant,

station buildings .
the big city terminal which go to make up a big railway
system.In

:!°e»'VN

:

0

Railroad, Hoboken, N.J.WesternLackawanna and
Delaware, When the architects take over the design of a station 

, “ thev have to give consideration to the general
character of the neighborhood and community in which the 
charac e Xhe general public usually require
S'demand that the station building should not only be up 
to the general standard of public and private buildings in 
L community, but that they should also set a higher mark 
* Lure developments of the community. To what extent 
he railway company will be controlled by the wishes of the

Fig. 2. '
of the

it is
the location 

whereverraij,a station, because it is tied down Y
PosJtl' and other controlling feature • clQge t0
and 6 a terminal should be l°ca e ,egS a very
sub. r,esidential district as possible, advisable

rban business is anticipated, when Thesedistrict.
situated 

the Canadian

the hotel
large

to have
features 

The Grand 
about

ar terniinal closer to the business c 
Tn, ^ e*l illustrated in the city of
‘Wo?- RailwaV has its Bonaventure

Minutes closer to the business dis
than

I
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Terminal, Long Island City.
od
oftbe 

ai»5’

\ gO
rather than by decorative features.

on accouv
and ''.a - 

al siZe be
oo 1

-j-jjese

and masses
is to have a clock in a prominent position, 
close connection in the traveller’s mind of time d

the design and genet
dependentIn a great many cases

of the terminal station building isshape
layout of the tracks and platforms at 
turn are dependent on the method of operating ^
that in order to design the track layout the eng ^ is ,
thoroughly conversant with this method. US’ ;Ds b^° j 
pendent on the nature of the traffic, number of ^ »
and the rapidity with which they have to be a
also on the proportions of through and termi c0n»eCt
sundry other features which will be discussed ^
with some of the terminals of which a short ^

terminal st®t' tati°I'5)’

the station. i'd'the ya

be given.
With regard to the track layouts, 

be divided into three classes, namely
stations and, thirdly, stationsthrough track 

through and stub tracks.

Fig. 3.—Long Island Railway

station but also the rate at which they are 
of travel from theto be using the££ r,"m,r;L,o „t«

sidération the growth of its business and design its termina 
of the business expected in io or 20 years tim„. 

The character of the traffic through the station makes a 
big difference in its general design. The station which is to 
provide for a large percentage of through main line travel 
must be provided with large waiting rooms, lunch counters, 
baggage facilities, etc., whereas a station with a large pre
ponderance of suburban traffic should be designed to give 
easy and rapid access for large numbers of people between 
the platforms and streets. The suburban passenger has no 
occasion to stay any length of time and frequently only 
allows himself the minimum of time to catch his train, 
a large terminal where there is a large quantity of bo 
through and suburban traffic it is sometimes desirable to 

kinds entirely, avoiding considerable con- 
This is effectively done at the Grand

to take care

separate the two 
fusion and congestion.
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Central station, New York, where the suburban tracks^

kept below the main line. The fact that passenge m;nd. 
the line of least resistance must also be kept we g ar6 
In a station with a large amount of through traffic 
always a great number of strangers who should 
for in the way of indicators and sign-boards en ro0iflS> 
ing rooms, ticket, parcel and inquiry office, baggas ^ tbe 
etc. Lighting is also a very important _ feature, ^ ^ 
architect or engineer who designs a terminal wi

daylight and with the best lighting at nign

of the rail-community will depend largely on the resources
local conditions of competition, but it will 

of the railway and theand also onway
be usually found that the interests 

closely allied.
ided

public desires are very
Limitations are imposed upon

the land available, but everything should 
the convenience and comfort of 

the economic and efficient

wait-the architect, such as the

size and shape of 
be subordinated by him to 
the travelling public, and to

of the railway company’s business.
that architectural effect should be 

The building should, of course, be
but

handling mum of
undue expense is to be praised. _

Another detail which is sometimes lost sight of ** ke ate 

ness. With steam traction, locomotive dust an ^ by
unavoidable, and in the interior, the building will ^ botb 
all sorts and conditions of men, women and chi > interiot 
in the selection of building materials and in also t ^ 
decoration, this should be considered and the stati ^ a„d 
ed with a minimum of carvings, mouldings, le ge ’ ifly be

of interior decoration used which can - v-
that snuv

li-Care should be taken 
subordinate to utility.
made handsome and agreeable without undue expense, 
sometimes stations have been designed with very beautiful 
and artistic effect, and with little regard for the convenience 
of the people who use it, and on the other hand some very 
plain and ugly buildings are the very best from the view
point of comfort and expeditious handling of passengers and 
the accompanying facilities. The ideal is obtained when a 
station is designed to give the maximum comfort to the 
public, and which also has a pleasing exterior and interior

Id be

S5S
of l*65

some form
cleansed. This feature of cleanliness is one 

absolutely insisted upon.
The exterior of a station building should 

designed to be distinctive, and not to look like a 

factory, and this can best be obtained by a symm

appearance.
The necessary

tion for the railway and architects to 
trolling feature is not only the number of passengers like y

size of a terminal is a very difficult ques- 
deal with. The con-
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Railway, Victoria Station.South CoastBrighton andLondon, leave the inner end of the plat- 
interfering with trains at the outer end. This 

of three tracks between the

arrive at orthat trains can 
forms without

fleeted by placing groups
at the outer ends, which are reduced with con- 

to two tracks at the inner

whicheverthg intoOne ^rival °f trains, but they are simply Put
ay be empty at the time. considerably

V»0*- terminal of the same type. ^eStern Rail'
Wav ’ T1S that of the Delaware, Lackawanna « ^ terminal
tVe !H°boken. N.J., illustrated in Fig- 2- trains daily. 
FlieSf> re ,I27 originating and n8 termm< feet cen
tres. i^ains are handled on 14 tracks P aC and one 17 fee*

here are eight platforms 20 feet 'vi the tops of
the ; *°° feet long and ’aced 9^ inches a the

n S- After the inco ing trains have engine, takes
!ne locomotive, or sometimes a swi rp^e 0utboun

ains to the storage and cleaning Yar uShed towards 
i?" “*d' "» in the coach yard Each

train i “ Shed- into which they are droppe y rdance with a 
teg„,aS °Porated from a certain track in station ern
hloyç ^ schedule in the possession 0 a xpress building 
bV trUc, Focal express is handled from, ugh express 
loadM ks t0 the various trains. The ^f^ding.

cj, lnto cars placed alongside the expi . ^ tbe head-
hous ® F°ng Island Railroad has a termina outboun(j and 
>34 at Long Island City. There are >35^ ^ There
are ,v . Und trains handled at this termm rg for baggag 
a»d l-racks in the train shed and seven passenger

^ress> as shown in Fig. 3- There are g inches
rms '4 feet wide and 760 feet long, P1 

rails.

is e
platforms
venient
ends.

switches and crossovers .
station originally accommodated six trains, 

layout provides platform and track space
The old

the newwhereas 
for 18 trains.

rrtr

to be clear and an incoming train is allowed to 
inner portion. A following train can 

the outer portion of the

"ide hours
panying plan 
-nter right up to the

in behind it and stop at .
train is pulling in and unloading its 

run around it

tbai
-ha then run

1 ffnrm While this
tr;::, tr." s-. ». „=«

and e°uP e ° ready to commence its trip via track No. 5
Interfering with the second train at all. An alterna- 1 f, for an engine to wait on the middle tracktive arrangement s foran^g ^ ^ ^ mke the cross.

untl1 thd onnecTon to its rear end. After the first train has
°VU Tout the second one can pull in to the end of the plat- 
pulled out t ,ng passengers, and its engine can run
form d°it as before, or else the engine of the foregoing train
S11 couple on to its rear end^.^

trai

end,
without

b°V6 the
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inbound train has been unloaded it is backed 
to the car storage yard about

When an
out by the main line locomotive 
y mile away. It is here cleaned and switched and made up 
ready for its return journey. The express and baggage are 

the south side of the station when in carload lots.
switched from the car storage yard as

is In terminals of the dead-end class, the stationbutW*ng 
LUraUy Seated at the end of the tracks which «i known as
Parti eadhouse type, or else it is located partly at® Street) 
» t0 one side of the tracks. The Dearborn (Polk St e ) 
hein at Chicago is a typical example of a terminal of the 
anH °USe type. A plan of this station is shown in Fig^. 
dat ’ tS Wdl he seen, there are two tracks w ic a 
S the business of the owners. The Chicago ft Webern 
Er?lana Railroad and also its tenants, the Grand Trunk, 

p6 n Chicago-Indianapolis, Louisville, Wabas a &
^ Railways. The station is operated by the Chicago 

€st«n Indiana Railroad. t
oCc,Tracks i and 2 in Fig. 1 are mostly used for “a‘r’ains. 
Tra v°nal,y at rush times they are used for passen maiQ 
lineCtS.3 to 8 are used generally for subur an baggage.

«trams. Nos. 9 and 10 are used for express and bagg^g ^
i„ch platforms average about 670 feet m lengt , 
dieh!Sab°Ve the tops of the rails. After the
hauled brk€d fr°m a train’ the PullmanS 3"dageyand cleaning
yardsd J a sw>tching engine to the car s deaned and

5Ê j/:0 TC
.,atlles using the station and the comp assigned for 

T °f tracks, no particular platforms a

handled on
The baggage cars are . _ , ,
soon as the train is backed out of the train shed, and are 
taken by a switching engine to an express platform.

A station of the headhouse stub track type is that of the 
Brighton & South Coast Railway at Victoria, Lon- 

This station has a very novel arrangement of 
designed by Mr. C. L. Morgan, chief en

suit the peculiar local conditions. Some years ago
small to handle the

London, 
don, England, 
tracks which was
gineer, to
the capacity of the station became too 
amount of business the company

remodelling and enlarging the station was brought 
In looking into this problem the railway company found 

themselves hemmed into a comparatively narrow site between 
Buckingham Palace Road on one side and the South Eastern 
and Chatham Railway on the other. A certain amount of 
widening was possible, but not enough for satisfactory re- 

consequently the station shown in Fig 4 was designed 
The novel feature of this arrange- 

made long enough to accom-

obtaining, so the ques-\\ as

tion of
up.

suits,
to meet the requirements.

is that the platforms are
standard trains, and the tracks are so arrangedment 

modate twocon,
nutnbe

3 «
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for the filter house is secmed ,bJ 
1. The installation call 
filters (provision having ^ 
and these batteries are 5^

ranged that they can be operated as a whole or & tbe 
separate. Fig. 3 shows a general view of the mt ^ tbe
filter house and will give the reader a clear 1 e boUSe,
arrangement as well as the interior construction ot tn

feet 6 inches wide. Light
of sky-lights in the roof.

INTERESTING FILTER INSTALLATION.AN means
twenty-four No. 5 Bell patent 
made for an additional eight)

of municipal engineering hasProbably no one phase
much attention during the past few years,, at 

that which has to do with the securing 
and adequate water supply.

coming into

tirely
attracted so 
least in Canada, than 
and maintenance of a proper

In Canada, where new municipalities are
and existing communities are growing sobeing so quickly, methods of lighting, etc.

The filters consist of steel slid s ^ 
ing hydraulically dished and flange 
in which are placed pebble strainers ^ 
will allow the filtered water to pass 
every passage, absolutely preventin ^ 
escape of filtering material. T e ^^eI. 
medium rests on the top of the^ SthrQUgb 
Fixed in each shell and passing ai
the centre of the bed, is a hydrau of
shaft to which is connected. a nun^e pro
horizontal wash arms which m turn a ^ 
vided with special valves and rakes^ ^ 
hydraulic shaft is only used when ^ 0f 
beds are to be cleaned. The tw° baVe 
four filters forming the batten ^ (be 
specially constructed turbines, c0rd'
end of the inlet pipe which revolv 
ing to the flow of water passing 
the filters, working in turn Pu® solu- 
take their supply of standard alum ^ 

small tanks and force

bav-

\Leadmg Wt'r 
l a Inlet for Spring Water

W. tbe
II
IS /X

/!

*$M', ^ ?|

\j

:jp_ ;

/Filter
-f:

Z

ÆÈt
tSSSr»

mt forNew Hoad tion from
into the water supply on its way ^ 
tion. After the alumina has bee mixed
the water is agitated and thoroug £ach 
while passing through the turbine • 

Venturi meter,

ti lled

Fig. 1.—Plan of Works.

a tbe
filtered anof these batteries is supplied with a 

accurately registers the amount of water
great interest init is quite natural to find such arapidly, 

this subject. amount of wash water. ellin?
before the municipal engineers of Canada 

of filters used in Canada
the overhead travIt will be seen from Fig. 3 thatIn order to place

information concerning various types 
itself, the United States and Great Britain, 
The Canadian Engineer has, during the 
past few years, published descriptions of 
various filter installations. By studying 
the characteristic features of these various 
plants municipal engineers have.been en
abled to form some idea as to their relative 
values and thus be able to judge intelli
gently when brought face to face with the 
question themselves.

This particular article deals with an 
installation, that at Stockport,

mm}
Aw

.

m ym

■
* : É

z.-fc , -ww4
•mé

.
English .
which plant has a number of features which 

readers would like to befeel sure our 
informed about.
we

The filtration plant proper is located at 
Stockport, named after the 

which the reservoir is built.
at;Kinder, near

river upon 
The engineers for the work were Messrs. 

G. H. Hill and Company, of Manchester.
reservoir in connection with this plant 

has a capacity of 515 million gallons, an 
situated in the valley of

I I

I1 «1The

area of 44 acres 
the River Kinder. A plan of the layout will Fig. 4.—Alumina Tanks.

crane of suitable capacity is provided for, and1 .g
facilitate manipulation, the marine type of P>a 
ranged along the top of the filters.

rderbe found in Fig. 1.
The filter house, shown in Fig. 2, is built of common 

work and is 180 feet long by 39 feet 
feet 6 inches long by 35

brick faced with stone 
6 inches wide, with am annex 39 i

W

a

9 V
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through the washout valves and bell mouth to the sedimen
tation tanks. The quantity of wash water used is about three-

of the total 
After this is done the

Each of these filters has a diameter of 8 feet and has a
of twenty four hours.CaPacity °f 3=000,750 gallons per day quarters of one per cent.

amount filtered, 
impurities in the wash water quickly pre
cipitate in these tanks and the clear 
water is then discharged into the river. 
When cleansing is done it is only the 
filtered water from the other filters that is 
used for the purpose.

rr
'a 1

1 uê i «Stef ,

***$ \m <

I* ^

r>
r »- V- The process of washing out and stir

ring is continued until the water issuing 
from the washout tap is quite clear and 
free from dirt.

i,Ly %

Tffili i1 fcMirl '£0 £
mi rp

IBB
As showing the efficiency of the Stock- 

port plant attached, we print herewith 
port and test made by Sheridan Delepine, 

M.B., C.M.M.Sc., assistant director of the 
Public Health Laboratory, University of 
Manchester, under date of December 21, 

This report speaks for itself.

U
ml1 a re-

;

m •mv
.. 1912.

S3t~j 'Stt* UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER.
December 21, 1912. 

Public Health Laboratory, 
York Place, 

Manchester.

*

Interior.Filter HouseFig. 3.—General View of

CovZ ^aSSing through the filter, the water :ff0CS '^°ty 0f 

2j0 X tanks in the adjoining house and wi 
DuC ga,]ons each, which are purposely res, ved for^ 

Water these tanks serve to equalize tie =raughts be
ing ^ ° the trunk main and thus avoid direct

Î 3 ,e up°n the filters themselves. , jumjna
tanks t 6 annex referred to are placed the une washing
W’ as well as the machinery for actuating The
aluntinaSmi°f-the filters a d the l6CtpC llS4 “and the gauge 
Mil v s°Iution tanks ar show in Fig- 4= next to
the lau n°ticed at the nearest end of the tan . and
*au’!d<kr- These tanks have their own 

snpDi anc* are so arranged that they mainta filter
y t0 a distributing tank with a ball valve m

takesClfansing °f the filters is done once eVery ^fusing 

’s a- °r the 24 filters about thirty minutes. , an water
^hroUE.,rnphshed by reversing the current current of

Ugh filters, at the same time passing a

Sheridan Delepine, M.B., C.M.M.Sc., 
Assistant Director.

E. J. Sidebotham, M.A., M.B.,
Bacteriological and Pathological Section. 

E. J. Sidebotham, M.A., M.B.,
J. E. Carver, M.D., D.P.H.,
S. M. Ross, M.D., D.P.H.,

Chemical Section.
H. Heap, M.Sc.

Received on 13th December, 1912.
Where collected.Kinder ReservoirNature of sample.. .Water 

Name of sender.Bell Bros. Address Ravensthorpe

UNFILTERED.hoUse.
ggg
Quantitative Analysis

A Aerobic micro organisms 
growing in 3 days in nutri
ent 'gelatine at 20° C. to

210 C.
Non-liquefying bacteria 
Liquefying

Average results of examination

No. of kind 
Bacteria

No. of colonies 
in one gramme 
iS'43 grs. water Recognizable

' 28 2
mm 51 Total 8

Total 139
Other micro-organisms 
B Anaerobic Micro-organisms

FILTERED. Results of 3 examinations 
TOTALommL 5

AS ABOVE
Analysis by E. J. Sidebotham

Remarks upon the meaning of the results of the analysis 
The results are so perfect that comment is unnecessary^
ThC ”----- •- ~ Signed SHERIDAN DELEPINE

House.

teV°lvinater int0 hollow shafts and wash ^
the wash arms through the bed bythe w

he itHu„ PPlied for that purpose. In tblf he filters are
'!UHly nties which have accumulated 10 , carried out

eParated from the filtering materia

Fig. 2.—Showing Filter of Canada, Toronto, theThe Bell Ffitratmn, Co^ of the type herein

completed the installation of a plant at

c,ean and also 
of a 

hole of
Canadian company 
described, have just 
Haileybury, Ont.

r

1
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obtained before any prints are spoiled, ™ere1^ Oo 
the dial of the rheostat which is pw 

the operator s
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MODERN BLUEPRINTING. posure
ing the finger 
the end of the machine convenient to
hand.

on

By P. M. Morgan.*

The Pease “Peerless” continuous blue-printing equip
ment prints, washes and dries the paper automatically, de
livering the prints at the end of the dryer in.a loose roll, free 
from wrinkles or distortions, and ready for immediate

So noiseless is this apparatus in operation, owing to the 
electrically controlling the speeds, that

room.

No transparent bands or expensive glass cy in 
used, but in place thereof a short segment of ea ge is 
glass, which is so mounted and adjusted that ^ ^
practically impossible. Tension springs at elt er s belt' 
machine automatically take up the stretch of the c ^ 
so that the most perfect contact between tracing’ 
is obtained at all times, while a special device P v
travel of the belt. Fig. 2 shows the machine witb 
enameled iron tracing tray pushed back and one

the table, illustrating the method employed 1 
the carbons and cleaning the globes. Theses a noted

were especially designed for this machine. It wd ^ is 
that they are connected m at the bottom an nC6 C0l'5
provided with an aluminum reflector. The r table-

carried away from the lamps underneatht„e 
thereby producing a uniform light and largely ^ 
heat. All wiring is encased in steel tubing, an beiog
and motor is independently connected, the s wacbW'
enclosed in a metal box at the left-hand end o t0 use

individual connection it is neceSS , 0{ the
the widtn

belts ar

use.

side
method used for
there is no objection to placing it in the drafting 
entire apparatus occupies a floor space of only x 6% feet.

heavy
turn

tritn-
ladP5

The
ed

down on 
ming

m

a
-

are
m

m
1

r By means of the
only a sufficient number of lamps to 
tracing being printed. No friction discs, or 

controlling speeds, all speeds being
Any :

minute, which
black

r cover
icaliyelectr cd5P6used for

controlled directly through the
be obtained, from four inches per

for the slowest negatives or ^
prints, up to six feet per minute, which our Of
demonstrated is as fast as the average run o el6CtrlC

... the greatest efficiency from a;(l. 
fan is provided for circulating

pea56 
pass®5' 

washed

possible
alio»'5motor.

linecan hassufficient exposureHI

be properly fed to secure 
consumed. A

the left-hand end of the machine.
Fig. 3 shows the blue-printer connected with the 

automatic washing and drying machine. The l>aP 
the top roll of the printing machine into

Fig. 1.
energy 
as shown onand there is no dirt or other objectionable features. It is 

easily possible for one operator to print, wash and dry 100 
yards of blue-print paper per hour, the apparatus consuming 
during that time only 7 kw. of electric energy, 60 gallons of 
water, and 50 cubic feet of gas. Where a smaller outfit is 
desired it is equally practical to operate the machine for ten 
or fifteen minutes at a time and effect a considerable saving 
in the time and labor usually required in washing and dry
ing. The printing machine can be used independently at 

time if desired for an occasional print.
It can readily be seen that by placing this apparatus in 

the corner of the drafting room, the operator’s time, when 
he is not engaged in operating the machine, can be used to 
excellent advantage for other work about the drafting room. 
These machines were designed for general practicability for 
all classes of electric printing, and with especial reference to 
low operating and maintenance expense. They are built in 
various sizes, to suit the largest or smallest engineering 
department.

over

u
Wm
fxi i,
! mMàany

A

The
Two

Fig. i shows the machine ready for operation, 
paper may be printed in sheets or in rolls as desired, 
spindles are provided underneath the feeding table for carry-

The tracings and paper are

1 -,
w

ing different widths of paper, 
carried upward past a bank of arc lamps by means of an 
endless canvas belt. The tracings are returned direct to the 
operator’s hand as he stands in front of the machine ; which 
is a most important feature, as much saving of time is ef
fected in this way. The exposed paper may be returned in 
the same way or pass over the top roll of the machine. The 
exposed paper may immediately be seen and the -correct ex-

r.
Fig. 2.

then »
where it is first washed by a spray of clear "-‘ten ^ 
a weak solution of bichromate of potash whic ^ 
over and over from the tank shown in the rea >cb ‘ 
chine; and lastly by a spray of clear water, a 
paper passes up over the dryer and down into• lePenden 
up device. The printing machine may be used 1

ma

lice-president, The C. F. Pease Co., Chicago, 111.
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illuminating engineering society.

clutch on the washingWhen desired 
and drying machine.
it ^^en *6 apparatus is not in use it is customary to1 P 
“ hreaded up with a strip of blank paper, one endextendmg
en ,° the md of the feeding table of the printer, and 
:d;*t0 the re-winding device. After the run is finished the 

» Placed „ on. of ,h. spindles o=d=r the 
,,b|«. Ae sensitized paper is c„, off a f=« in»" ber0°d ’

by simply pulling out a
At a meeting of the Convention Committee of the Illu

minating Engineering Society, held in Pittsburgh, Inday, 
Mav 16th, it was decided to hold the next annual convention 
in that city during the week beginning September 22nd.

Convention Committee consists of Mr. C. A. Little- 
fiPId New York Edison Company, chairman; Mr. P. S. 
Miller Electrical Testing Laboratories, president of the 
ç • tv- Mr H S. Evans, Macbeth Evans Glass Company, 

, ’ v 'Pa. Mr. W. A. Donkin, contract manager 
Duquesne ’ Light Company, Pittsburgh, Pa_; Mr. D. Mc- 
Fnrian Moore, General Electric Company, Harrison N J. , 
m M C Rypinski, Westinghouse Electric and Manufac- 

! Company, New York; Mr. C. J. Mundo, General 
Electric Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Mr. J C. McQuiston, 
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pitts- 
We , p, . Mr W J. Sterrill, United Gas Improvement
Company,’’Philadelphia, Pa.; Mr. S. B. Stewart, Phila-
, inhia Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; Mr. T. J. Pace, West- 
Whouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, 
in®_k prof h S. Hower, Carnegie Technical Schools, chair- 
aDd r ' Local Section of the Society.

Mr W A Donkin, of the Duquesne Light Company,
s selected as chairman of the Local Committee on Arrange- 

was selected,a have charge of the Convention. Mr. J. C.
ments, whic » Westinghouse Electric.and Manufacturing 
McQuiston, o chairman of the Publicity Com-
C°mPanInd will m^e all arrangements for advertising the

The

1r- I
of theman

i

mittee
Convention. hundred engineers from all

" ", T»™» ‘“.rested in luting in 1- 
PaftS °f-n be present, and the progrmme, det.alls ,whlCh
b,”5n"”a f! b“" L""

Fig. 3.

of th°/ ,the last tracing, and the end is pasted o 0f
the t>ader, the machine being allowed to run until 
leadp-lnts have passed into the winding-up ®

18 again in the machine ready for star i Bl

and the
the
excursion

ON ELECTRIFICATION.railroadsCHICAGONEW STREET PAVER.
, rmds which enter Chicago made a

ÿSK 'nndet

while it does . f the city orders an abatement of allthe Police authonty^th^ * locomotives.
the nuisances out that the railroad situation in
The statement. pom from that in any other part

I States where electrification of terminals has

Wis., announce 
machine is 

that it can be 
a reversible traction drive s 3 by its• moved forward or backwardrive!s

own power. 1 , tcb It isfitted with a friction elute
connected to

The Chain Belt Company, Milwaukee, 
are now manufacturing a paver.

with

lhat Thethey 
Brovided

wheels and
r.,i to propel 

is sufficiently P°we line 0f i5 
the machine up an

both rear
“isChicago

of the United -
attempted.or runways are 

terial is
degrees.

No platforms
been

.*r »
, the Canad ” MeSsrs. Pringle & Sons, Limited, of

be,

of St.

a the marequired and 1 {0 the ma-
placed sufficient y directly
chine it can the open
from the supply W ^ Tbe 
end power bade ^ & 
paver is eqmPP ^
feet long and
The concrete is ^ -
the mixer into the d booro.
which travels on swung at an
The boom can

ness,
at the corner

1 S'; srar &
adequately take

It will have seven
reinforced concrete with 

of the building is that 
into the

boom 2° 
bucket.

from
bucket,

will be modern 
ifically laid out to

of the business.
will be built of 

An interesting feature
"hip for a five-ton truck to run ‘S it Possibl win consist of two freight

basement. The P This building, when complete,
a„d one Passengenrtire business, including the storage and 
will house the entir ^ ^ ^ repair shop, and Wlli
demonstrate”” r°°ecided addition t0
prove a very
buildings-

of the various 
floors and

careing
spec
departments 
a basement, and
brick facing, 
which makes

Char8ing side of
street Paver.

be taken 
mixed 

The
desired
to the

aaJ?l
Care ofUr degrees, and a street 5° fc'c j batc 
CoPeret 1)6 b°om bucket will hold a u 
^ates ® and is provided with an au,ora where 
t0 deDo n UP automatically at any Pla= t 
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BOOK REVIEWS.

The Cas, Petrol and Oil Engine. Volume 2. By Dugald 
Clerk, D.Sc., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E., and G. A. Burls, 
M.Inst.C.E. Longmans, Green & Company, 39 Pater
noster Row, London, Eng. 8 Vo., VII., 838 pages ; 
478 figures. Price, $7.50.

The name of Dugald Clerk is too intimately associated 
with the literature of the gas engine to require any comment, 
and Volume 2 of the Gas, Petrol and Oil Engine, produced 
in co-operation with Mr. G. A. Burls, M. Inst. C.E., is a fit
ting sequence to what he has previously produced. This 
book as a whole, will form a welcome addition to the library 
of anyone concerned with the development of internal com
bustion engines, while chapter three, dealing with igniting 
arrangements ; seven, petrol engines ; eight, some petrol en
gines described, and nine, on carburettors, will prove speci
ally instructive to those interested in automobiles or motor 
boats.

As the authors state, Volume 1, “On the Thermodynamics 
of the Gas, Petrol and Oil Engine, Together with Historical 
Sketch” was published in 1909. The sequel to this, Volume 
2, deals with practical problems of design, construction, and 
operation of these engines. Commencing with chapter one, 
the reader is shown the development of the four-stroke en
gine, and given the results of tests made on various types, 
while in chapter 'two a similar method is adopted with regard 
to two cycle engines.

Igniting arrangements are discussed under the follow
ing groups : (1) Flame method. (2) Incandescent method. 
(3) Methods depending on Catalytic, or chemical action. (4) 
Electrical methods.

Section two of this chapter treats on ignition in small, 
high-speed petrol motors suitable for motor cars and boats, 
and section three of sparking plugs.

Speed regulation, governors and governing methods are 
fully described.

Chapters five and six, on 
ternal engines, are more than ordinarily valuable. The vari
ous fuels are described and compared and the whole matter 
covered in a concise and thorough manner.

the various fuels used in in-

The remainder of the book deals with Petl0^ eDgio^ 
carburettors, heavy oil engines, marine gas an 01 ating 
with an appendix on the acceleration of the reap ^ {be 
parts. The book as a whole forms a distinct addi 1 ^ aC. 
literature of internal combustive engines, their fue the
cessories. The entire subject is thoroughly cove 
matter lucidly arranged, and the many tables ana 
tions add much to an interesting and useful work.

ula5formThe Practical Railway Spiral. With short working ^
and full tables of deflection angles, of
examples by L. C. Jordan, B.S., C.E., *>n'1 -tute, 
the Civil Engineering Department, Heffley ^ nd 

Publishers, D. VanNos
; 4 in5'

with

Brooklyn, New York.
Company, New York. Illustrated ; 155 Pp- 
6J4 ins. Price, $1.50 net.

cbThe author adopts as the rule for the close appr°aequal 
the ideal in curves : Divide the spiral length into si ^ture 
parts ; lay out 5 per cent, of the desired degree of cU ^ (be 
in the first part; in each of the next four equal Parts^ ^ 
spiral length attain 20 per cent, of the desired degre^ ^ 

remaining portion of the length accomplis ^ ^in the
maining 15 per cent. This rule is given because v* " 
jection to the ordinary spiral on the grounds that t e^{e it 
of each rail due to run-off is curved at the ends 
joins the track grade, and that due to the play in Sa“ c„rve 
outer wheel flange in leaving the tangent for t ^ 
strikes a blow against the rail as it is brought agains ^eg 
curvature. Whether the rail will improve the riding 9U 
of the track can only be determined by trial.

The tables in the book are all for the six-cord sp 
lengths of 150, 225, 300 and 450 feet. A spiral lengt 
feet for ordinary curves and 300 feet for high-speed ~ ^
cated regardless of the degree of curvature, but the 
of using other chord lengths and degrees of curvature a 
plained on the basis of constant angles and deflections^ ^ 
constant ratio of length to radius and varying angle5 
flections in the ratio of length to radius when the r

irai f°r 
of >5° 

is advo;
timd

atio is n0t

constant.
The author brings out in the book the present ,j^ay5, 

sistencies in the use of spiral curves on American ra 
and recommends a carefully worked-out and practica 
as described above. It is designed on the principle 0 ^ 0f 
ing the rate of tipping or run-off of elevation at the 
the circular curve to two inches per second of time, e ^e$, 
the outer rail for centrifugal force to a maximum of spot>d 
and limiting the speed for the sharper curves to corr
with the length.

Apparently the author would like to standardize 1 ^ 
tice and get away from the inconsistencies in practice 
railways, some of whom vary the length of spiral

with tbe
atio*

degree of curvature, some with the amount of super e ^eSigl> 
some with the speed of the fastest trains, and S0,T1 
the length of the spiral from a bending of two of 1

causes. _ ice
The book, in its tendency to standardize. pr 

spirals is deserving of all success. We believe it w 
of interest and value to all railway engineers.
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deifications for Street Roadway Pavements. By S. Whinery^
Published by the McGraw-Hill Book Company, eu 
York. Size, 6 ins. x 9 ins. 1 cloth, 116 PP- ^ice, 
$1 net.

This is the second edition of this work, the or^n*J 
of PYn havi^ been issued in 1907. The work will be found 

the " Ceedln8'1y great interest to those who have 0 
tj0 COnstruction and maintenance of pavements as, ._
ficali ° 3 ,arge amount of information on speci catl0p jj 
c0C"'ly’. ^hich is included in Part I. of the book, Part II..
0n^riSin^ 26 Pages, is devoted to instructions to inspectors 
tiCa]]leet Paving work and will be found of great ' .fi_ 
catt a11 types of pavements are dealt with and he specif 

very S,SUbmitted covering these pavements W1 in
ZV3lUable t0 =ity engineers and municipal author*es 
aS!rab The book contains very copious ^0  ̂

those6 in” the Work is one which will be and
tna: terested in the question of road

lntenance.

Raturai

«ditio

Danby.Bv Arthur 
"Limited, London, 

cloth bound ;
Rock Asphalts and Bitumens.
Publishers, Constable & Company,
Eng- 244 pp. ; 4% ins. X 7% ms' ’
dlustrated. Price, $2.50 net.

0cCa».bc author opens with the statement that 
lets ’0nal artides in the technical journals and 
&halt;SSUeC* t^le manufacturer, produce! or .g 
Modernmaterials there is no English wor * ^ tbe

Se°]°Sv C?Vering' this subject. The °° applications of 
i>atUra, ’ blstory. properties and mdu a great deal
of inf l0ck asphalts and bitumens, and con bave to do 
With .rmat|on that will appeal to any an a f0r any
DurPo ® pr°duction, sale or use of these ma . ge0i0gy of 
tock .'eS, whatsoever. The book goes into bait and
hitUmens ^ and bitumens ; the sources oir^ q{ tbese ma
terial, . ’ history and ancient uses o properties of
r°ck ’ "here to test and analysis, P V®1 tjc work is
?iven aSphalt- The use of rock asphalt for ^ tbat is 
tll0rouM Special chapter. Altogether the "°r tQ many com- 
ParativV’ °f interest o subject w i'c , useful in
^kin j ri httle known’ an 111 pr0V® e^bgse materials just 
"'hat th 6ar t0 many who are using cessary techni-
CaHties y are- The author has omitted unn ible and the 
hoop ' Tests have been kept as simple aS • most ably
handled0UltLfind a large sale because the.f pr^ise dry subject 
"'ith a '. Phe author has clothed an 0, 1 ion in a Pe" 
cUlia “uffrest that holds the reader s a

r banner.

beyond the 
the pampb- 

of as- 
at all

Tr
'*sion Line Formulae. By H. B. Dwlg park place, 
by the D. VanNostrand Company, ,7 tables.
pew York. Cloth ; 137 Pages i 28 fig

nCe’ $2‘°° .. Set of instruc-
The

°apt °f work.

Capter, book may be divided into two
aCquaint 3re designed for those who ,at;ons.
!ec°tid s'mCe with alternating current ca mathem 
A^Vatin Ct*°n for reference and contain ^ line 
J tran°n of the formulae used in tranSm „nted for in

“■* -•«**. “SSSr.^ transformer regulation and 
br,°ve in.V?^ume is clearly written and the 

lssion 3 Uable to electrical engineers
Work.

leastwith the°ns for
The first five 
an ordinary 

The 
atical 
work.

shouldThe formulae
sted in «ansintere

By Charles Lee Crandall, M.C.E.,Railroad Construction.
and Fred Asa Barnes, M.C.E. Publishers, McGraw- 
Hill Book Company, New York. 321 pp. ; 6 ins. x 9 
ins. ; cloth bound ; illustrated. Price, $3.00 net. 

This work, so the authors tell us in their preface, had its 
beginning in some notes on railroad construction which were 
first prepared about twenty-five years ago and issued in 
mimeograph form for the use of students at Cornell Uni

versity.
The

tion generally and covers 
of construction ; clearing ; shrinkage ; overhaul ; etc. Cbap- 

is devoted to earth work and contains a number of 
of well-known earth removing equipment, such 

as steam shovels, scrapers, graders, plows, dump cars, etc. 
Chapter three deals with the subject of rock excavating, prin
ciples of plasting, explosives, etc. Chapter four takes up the 
snbiect of tunnelling in which the various methods used in 
different countries are described and illustrated. Other 
inters of the book cover the subjects of masonry, culvert 

w^rk^ foundation, track material, trestles and bridges, est,, 
-md records. At the end of each chapter is given a 

which will doubtless be found exceedingly 
There is a very

first chapter of the book takes up railroad construc- 
estimates ; right-of-way ; outlines

ter two 
illustrations

mates

useful to railroad which forms a valuable feature .
ffthendboCo°kmPa! mo many books are spoiled by the absence 
°f comprehensive and serviceable index.
of a

„ |# construction for Pavements and Highways. A pocket
,spna" r «or ■— ,:«r—

GUtfori R ' p,'b|l;h;.d by McGraw-Hill Boot Com- 
pany 239 West 39th Street, New York. Size, 7 ms. 
f4S ins.; flexible binding; PP- v -M55-

engineer.
Price,

$2.00 net.
ThiS necessary ^nd°hefpfulinformation in regard to

ta, created » demand „„k in excess of

and ...»or«T„’ e result has been that many of them do not 
the supply, and careful attention to details which
realise -he -»£££££ success in this line of 
is necessary to msur ^ pQcket book has been prepared 
The author states^; better work in the future than has 
with the hope of msun^g ^ ^ past Its form has been 
been done m in tbe coat pocket for

reference on all occas sev€nteen chapters and an index
The book is made up rapidly locating desired

which should be a great help^ ^ ^ are very brief, 
points of information Ch P and are titled: Intro-
making in all 3 total f Qn Chapter IV. deals with
ductory. Broken Stone > __ chapters v„ VI. and VII. are 
«The Intermediate Uours . Dust-Native Bitumens.
on Mineral Aggie^yC are on Fluxes and Cement. Chapter 

VIII. and IX. ar taining about fifty pages,
longest in !be bs chapters XL, XII. and XIII. 
Surface Mixtu ■ Tbe Plant> Work Upon

deal with Maintenance- ^ tQ engineers, contractors
the Street. Chapt®r / made up of suggestions to the above
and inspectors, and is ® ^ xv is upon Preparatory

and to citizen . for Examination of Bitu-
5 Chaptfr1 ' and’ Mineral Aggregates ; Chapter X II. 

minons Materials an ^ samples and specimens for
contains mstraC XVIII., reference Tables. .

mination; Chapt ^ handy t0 contractors and in-
The bn°;kt0Sb°ngineers not fully posted upon asphalt pave-

Chapters
X. is the
and is on

three
Work;

exa

spectors
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED.
j by

Canadian Peat Society.—Illustrated journal issue 
Canadian Peat Society, Castle Building, Ottawa, ° j list

United States Department of Agriculture.—Mon^^
of publications as received by the department 
D.C. __Bullet*n 

of MineS’Dressing and Metallurgical Laboratory.
Issued by the Mines Branch, Department

Ore
160. 
Ottawa. januatV'

Co»'Revenues and Expenses of Steam Roads for 
1913.—Bulletin No. 50. Issued by Interstate Commeice

mission. _fw enty*
etiu^Annual Report of the Philadelphia Bourse

presented by the directors 111second annual report as
of May 13, 1913. ;oUrn

Canadian Forestry Journal—Sixty-four page & 
dealing with forest conservation. Issued by the a

Forestry Association, Ottawa. Tilustrate
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, l ^ -

journal published by the society, May, 1913- ^

West 39th Street, New York.
Specification of Peebles’

al
dian

d
29

tors.''
Standard Turbo Alterna

PeebleS
Specifications of alternators. Issued by Bruce,
Company, Limited, Edinburgh. oort

Mine Inspector of the Territory of Alaska. L „t
Issued by the Depar

S

mine inspector for the fiscal year, 
of the Interior, Washington, D.C.

Forest Service Investigations.
work conducted by the Forest Service; issued by 
Graves, United States Department of Agriculture.

c
-Illustrated 5.

01 Gieat
Patents.—Illustrated official journal of paten ^ug

Britain, April 9, 1913. Issued by the Patent Office.
Building, Chancery Lane, London, W.C. Price, ^ $. 
Forest Conditions.—Illustrated bulletin issued y^ of 

Dwight, M.F., Department of the Interior, 
forest conditions in the Rocky Mountains forest rc ^ sgjec- 

Selection of Explosives.—Illustrated bulletin on t ,oJjS. 
tion of explosives used in engineering and mining °P 
Issued by the Department of the Interior, Bureau 0

of

ton

Ass0CiatSi-
beldatJ<

secretary- 2

Washington, D.C.
American Railway and Bridge Building

Proceedings of the 22nd Annual Convention, 
more, October, 1912.
illustrations. Price, $1. Apply C. A. Lichty,
West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111. jttee

Good Roads.—Hearings before the Joint Com 
the Construction of Post Roads, January 21st, ^
g ins. x 6 ins. ; 220 pp. Apply A. W. Prescott, 5 ^ poS1
Joint Committee on Federal Aid in the Construction 
Roads, Washington, D.C.

Tests of Reinforced Concrete Buildings Unde ^ lafge 
An interesting, illustrated bulletin on the tests of thr ^ b6 
buildings, by A. W. Talbot and W. A. Slates. Copies ^ UP1' 
obtained from the Engineering Experiment Stat
versify of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. ueloP1*1611

Report on the Tractions Improvement and De ^ 
of the Toronto Metropolitan District.—A most exha^Sct5 Î0' 
port taking in all phases of transportation as it a ^ c0vef* 
ronto and outlying districts. The text of the reP° 
present traffic conditions; car lines recommendei , ^ejity

Contains> * 5.
ins- v

9 ins. x 6 ins. ; 295 PP-1 nU

taty-

I«'

service requirements ; costs and returns, 
six photographs and drawings. Forty-eight 6x9
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and will be found of special interest to everyone wh°. nt, 0f 
uected with the installation or operation of electric P 
any kind whatever.
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and highways. It places simply and concisely before 
the reader the principles and reasons for the best highway

serviceable in the field for

ments

practice and should prove very 
which it was intended.

Rainfall Reservoirs and Water Supply. By Sir Alexander R. 
Binnie, M. Inst. M.E., F.G.S.,
Publishers, Constable & Company, Limited, London, 
England. Size, 5% x 8J4 ins.; cloth; 157 PP-5 il
lustrated. Price, 82.50.

This book is founded upon the Chadwick Trust Lectures 
delivered by the author at the Institution of Civil Engineers 
in February, 1912. The object of this treatise is not so much 
that it might be regarded as a treatise on waterworks en
gineering, but more particularly to illustrate some of the 
salient points connected with what the author regards 
of the most difficult branches of engineering. - 
deals with the questions of water and water supply in their 
broadest aspects, and goes into the question of the sources 
of supply ; gravitation versus pumping ; drainage areas ; 
rivers and pumping works ; aqueducts ; conduits ; intensity of 
floods ; evaporation, etc. The chapter on filtration contains 
a number of illustrations of mechanical filters, including the 
Bell, the Mather and Platt, and Ransome filters, 
is fully illustrated and will doubtless prove of great interest 
to all students of the subject. A feature of the book which 
deserves a special commendation is the full cross index. It 
enables one to find in the minimum of time just what he 
wants. The book contains 56 plates and tables, and the data 
gathered together are drawn from various parts of the world, 
but particularly from Great Britain. The book will have a 

special interest for Canadian engineers, in that its 
author was recently in Canada, having been called in com- 

with Dr. Houston by the city of Ottawa to report on

F.R.M.S., M.R.I.

as one 
The book

The book

very

pany
the water problem as applied to that -city.

Reinforced Concrete Bridges. By Mr. Frederick Rings, 
M.C.I., M.S.A., C.E. (Ger. Inst.) Architect and 
Consulting Engineer. Published by Messrs. Con
stable & Company, London, England. Size, 7% ins. 
x 11 ins.; 186 pp. Price, $6.25 net.

The book is devoted specifically to the use of reinforced 
concrete with special reference to bridge work, and includes 
what to the author seems the most important features and 
facts the designer of bridges should be acquainted with. 
The bridges illustrated comprise a large variety of types 

to the bridge engineer. The book discusses the ad-common
vantages and disadvantages of reinforced concrete for bridge 
work. The question of waterproofing materials to be used, 
etc., is taken up in the introductory chapter. The succeed
ing chapters are devoted to Bending Moments, Stresses and 
Strains ; Loads on Bridges and External Stresses ; Culverts, 
Coverings, Tunnels, etc. ; Beam Bridges ; Calculation of 
Girder Bridges and Work Examples ; Design of Arched 
Bridges and Abutments ; Examples of Arched Bridges ; etc. 
The work is most profusely illustrated by very excellent 
photos and line engravings, and will doubtless be welcomed 
by bridge engineers interested in reinforced concrete design 
and construction as a valuable addition to the literature on 
the subject. It contains a number of folding diagrams and 
from pages 158 to 181 there are a series of tables which will 
be found exceedingly useful to bridge engineers generally.

Rules and Regulations for Inside Electrical Installations.
This is a book of rules issued by the Hydro-Electric Power 
Commission of Ontario and contains 129 pages. It discusses 
the subjects of installation work, wiring electric plants, 
grounding, maintenance and operation, and also instructions 
on resuscitation from electric shock. The book is illustrated

a 
'



Reconnaissance Along the National Transcontinental
r , Way in Southern Quebec.—Interesting booklet written > 
Lt? A- Dresser and published by the Department of Mines, 
tio S w*tb the general geology, description of an or 
Pal S,anc* t0P°graphical character of the Laurentian an 

achian highlands and the St. Lawrence lowlands.
he Concrete House and Its Construction.—A prac i 

con lng Volume containing important details involve
«ruction of concrete dwellings. Nicely illustrated, =■ '

Issi later^0r and exterior views of noted concrete 
Man r by the Association of American Portland Cement 

an^acturers, Land Title Building, Philadelphia. Pa. 
producer-Cas Power Plant in the Unitedd ^g with the

H. p
prp ■ ernaed. Is a nicely illustrated bulletin 
blag®”1 StatUs of the producer-gas power plant’ ue . 0f 
Han FUmace and coke-oven gas plants. Also the 
Îid , aCtUrers’ —ers and operators of Producer-gas plants; 

duCer a$ attached map showing graphic distn u i Depart. 
"Jgas Plants in the United States. Issued by c
of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Washing o , • ^

BuI,^e Reading 'r0n C0mpanV’ °f Rea,îunsuaÏdn description 
of a r N°- IO’ which is devoted to an illustrated ^
of nhe IUmer Bas engine, which engine possess
• QeW Matures. Th! engine is intended

tnc generators, pumps, rolling mdls a ^ To those
operating at a reasonable load a • t0

Sendef0ted m the subject we would Str0nglysureVit would be 
dladl ” C°Py of this bulletin and we are su

2 Sent by the manufacturers. onads in
the Un>6tln °f Revenues and Expenses of steal" be di_
vision !f6d States-This is a pamphlet prepared by^ 

raiiw statistics and covers the revenues report-
itig t/S dUring the month of February, said rai V bulledn 
Ml] , 1 e Interstate Commerce Commission. large rail
ways 6 °und operating revenues and expenses total
°beratilrid their Principal subsidiaries sbowl° The pamphlet 
contai 6Xpenses exceed one million dollars. The

ns 36 pages, q ins. x 12 ins. .pd de-
scriDt°rquay Water Undertaking.—This is an 1 ubIssued by 
the n°n of tbe new filtration plant at Torquay wbich
K Zdy Filter Company, Limited, of London, ^ a ^ 
Bacity lnstaHation was carried out. P day and the
sketch tWo and a half million gallon P Chapman,
'''ater ° tbe work done is written by Samue paraph
ât eontagineer °f the municipality of To*“a£ation and two 
Sira,! DS tWelve Pages, one half-tone illustrate 
a cross ’ °ne showing the layout of the filters

section. , form for
teady Roads.—^Tables showing in condenS.® tbe high
ly svs! Crence and comparison, data rega d statistics

United%Upon ^ederal aid in highway 1I”pr Jr„ chair
man of tbtateS: Compiled b the Hon. J_ 0 construction 

r0ad ® JOmt committee n federal ai 111 Reviged print, 
Marcb °r the United States Congress. cbarts. Ad' »> A wth’ '9-3. ,2 ins. x 9 ins. ; seven folded cha ^

‘d in th " Frescott, secretary, Joint 0”7”1 hington, D-C.
Exn ° Construction of Post Roads, - russion 

J a meeu Evidence—Verbatim report of » En-
iJ1eers of the American Institute

A ugene W. Stern, secretary. ct referred to
ab°ve ;s 81 exhaustive discussion on the su pamphlet
> Wii Joined hi tbe fifty-eight Pages 0 the privilege 

f readin^e11 rePay any engineer who may 1 od deal of
the same- In as much as there'^/expert evi- 

®nce ,n , to the present methods of sc . subject,
legal cases, it is an exceedingly i»1**8

ment

ing el
duty serviceint

and the other

held

and one that is of great importance to the engineering pro
fession. The following well-known engineers took part in 
the discussion : Mr. Rudolph Hering, Mr. Gustav Lindenthal, 
Mr. Cary T. Hutchinson, Mr. L. B. Stillwell, Mr. Sanford 
Thompson, Mr. Frank H. Waterman, Mr. Livingston Gifford, 
Mr. Alfred Noble, and Mr. E. W. Harrison.

The discussion was full of information that should be 
brought to the attention of every engineer who is likely to be 
called upon to give expert evidence where cases are before 
the courts, and where engineering knowledge is needed. It 
makes good reading.

CATALOGUES RECEIVED.

All Famous.—Illustrated pamphlet, io pages. Issued by 
the Heine Safety Boiler Company, St. Louis, Mo.

The Universal Crane and Excavator.—Illustrated cata- 
Issued by the C. O. Bartlett & Snow Co.,logue; 15 pages.

Cleveland, Ohio.
American Vanadium Facts.—Illustrated catalogue pub

lished by the American Vanadium Company, 341 Vanadium 
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The Hardy Simplex Hammer Drills.—Illustrated cata- 
showing three types of drills. Issued by Mussens,logue

Limited, 318 St. James Street, Montreal.
Blacksmithing and Drop Forging.—Illustrated bulletin 

dealing particularly with heavy forgings. Issued gratis by 
the Tate-Jones & Company, Inc., Pittsburg, Pa.

Railway Speed Recorder.—Illustrated catalogue, 
description and instruction for applying and operat- 

Issued by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.,

Bayer
giving
ing recorder.
Fisher Building, Chicago.

The United States Graphite Company’s Products—Illu
strated catalogue issued by the United States Graphite Com- 

any Saginaw, Mich. Deals with the company’s graphite 
products and is intended to serve the trade as a convenient
reference.

The B. Greening Wire Company, Limited, of Hamilton,
- of their catalogue which contains a very full 
illustrated description of their various speci-

send us a copy
and ^OI“plal®o contains an historical sketch of the business 

thich was started ’way back in 1858. The catalogue con- 
• ,,s narres is fully indexed, and contains among many

talhn„Sr things a number of interesting tables which will be of 
interest to all those who use wire goods of any description. 
' Text Book on Corrosion.—An interesting bulletin pub- 
v t. Av the Stark Rolling Mill Company, of Canton, Ohio, 
ok producers of Toucan metal. Contains interesting tech- 

1 Information on the introduction of mild steel, rust and 
on chemical electrolysis, conservation of metals, ef- 

elimination of corrosion, and value of galvanizing 
Is nicely illustrated, showing prominent installations 

metal, and is a complete compendium of all neces- 
in reference to sheet metal.

Market Street Paving Contract is the title of
interesting booklet issued by the United States Wood Pre- 

on interest! s Copjes will be sent to interested persons
serving C°mpany, Canada Creosoting Company, Canadian 
on request F King Street East, Toronto. The booklet 
Facific Bul J’rket Street Merchants’ Association of Phila- 
tells how the tQ us€ wood block when they investi-
delphia. Pa., repaving Market Street after the street
gated the pro 1 ^ ^ construction of a subway. The re
h3d bfCthe committee and a report by a firm of paving chem
ists! newspaper clippings, illustrations of streets, etc., are

included.

ficiency
steel.
of Toncan

informationsary
The Great
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Vancouver, B.C.—Vancouver has lost more « dry- 
in business this year through not having a com ^ are 
dock, but two groups of engineers and fina s ^
arranging to supply the need, according to 
recently at the meeting of the Board of Trad ^ tfayo 
with report given upon the recent visit to Otta 
Baxter and Mr. W. A. Blair, secretary to the ^
Blair gave statistics regarding boat repair w ^ year,
to Esquimau and Seattle the first three months 
but which, in his opinion, would have come wbic
had there been a drydock here. Six passeng totalW 
call at Vancouver had gone to Esquimalt: for P s»alt 
$226,000, and $75,ooo had been expended there; V ^ otbe 
craft. Seattle has obtained $150,000 through by »
boat, which call he,.. Mr. Bla.r prefaced h,,^ „

that the delegation did not go to baOd.,
a company to build a dock, but to strengthen t of & 
Mr. H. H. Stevens, M.P., m presenting the cl 
city for the establishment of a drydock and a g ^ buSin« 
After citing his figures with reference to the 1°* ^ ^
to Vancouver, he said the delegation was inform 
dock would be built for several years, and th 
then devoted attention to the question of the ^ d doc 
dock. As a result they obtained assurance th t ^ ^ 
subsidy would be changed to favor the finanang ^ ne 
enterprise. Change of the Act will not be mad  ̂
session, but if a bona fide company makes a pr P tQ 4 P 
the interest will be increased by an order-m-coun ^ e t 

a $6,000,000 for thirty-five years on P glair 5‘. 
mates, and the action ratified by legislation. M • 
he had good reason to believe that a dry pr0m
built soon, and that it would be a credit to ^ retu
and to the city. Mayor Baxter said that sin buildi0g 
representatives of two groups considering tne 
a dock had been in conference with him. isSioHerS’

Ottawa, Ont.—The Board of Railway Co» oc^ 
being impressed with the large number of ac rajlWa^ . 
ring at level railway crossings (crossings o 0 wi*
another) which are not protected by signal sy ^ t»
without derails approved by the board, are as d> 5b
way companies subject to the jurisdiction o der s^° j

j, in writing, within thirty days, why an ^gtall al‘ 
issue requiring such railway companies t ^ ap > 

complete, within three years from date of sucn ^ tJje p 
terlocking system to be approved of by the boar cteà 
tection of all level crossings which are not so P 

tracks of steam railways and between tra

ade

Mr
wef1

statement

cent, on Id »ew°u oter$

cause
not

at1’of ste
tween
and electric railways. retuI

Peterborough, Ont.—City Engineer Parsons ^ 
ed from Toronto, where he went to look into the 
posai question respecting Peterborough. Mr. t'a ^ hea> ^ 
upon Dr. McCullough, chief of the provincial boa rdi»8 „ 
for Ontario, and ascertained the latter’s views ^ b«a‘ 
suitable plant for this city. The provincial boa 
favor the use of Imhoff tanks either with the tre 
effluent by chlorination, or by sprinkling or a vl ,
filters. The scheme will have to be worked oU c0st, % 
of determining the probable cost, not only the ^g0 visl ^ 
also the question of maintenance. Mr. Parsons^,, t0 
the Toronto engineering department, but was 
tain anything that would be applicable to tbettl g|,
The next move will be to prepare plans and su approv^ 
the provincial board of health engineers for theconStrUctl ?

Vancouver, B.C.—Preliminary work for the 1V^
of the Georgia-Harris viaduct is rapidly pr°Rr 
point where citizen can readily observe tangib® ntractor 
of a prompt compl tion of the project. The cconStr'jct’ et 
ready is receiving on the ground the lumber for riS 5t(.. i

i
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COAST TO COAST.

Toronto, Ont.—Chief Engineer F. A. Gaby, of the On
tario Hydro-Electric Commission, reached this city after a 
five months’ flying tour of ‘the continent. His mission, which

more efficient opera-was to gather electrical data towards the 
tion of a power and lighting system, he claims was very 

Much technical information dealing with powerprofitable. ----- , .
production was gathered and this will be embodied in a re 
port for submission to the commission. “Ontario leads in 
transmission lines,” was the comment he made on the prob
lem of distribution. He told of a scheme closely resembling 

of the province which had been formed in Sweden and
The same ideas of carrying

that
was now on a running basis, 
power to homes and farms were used, but whereas in some 

their operation was an improvement, he declared that
here outclassed any he had 

large scale

ways
the transmission line system 
seen. He stated that little public ownership 
was apparent, but that several thriving cities, especially in 
Germany, managed their own systems. France, Germany, 
Switzerland, Holland, Sweden and England were visited and 
their leading electrical plants inspected.

on a

of YorkToronto, Ont.—The good roads programme
brought before the Ontario cabinet recently and

After the
county was
is at the present time obtaining consideration, 
usual system by which the government advances one-third of 
the amount raised by the city and county, the $300,000 voted 
two years ago has been expended. Now, in view of the plans 
of the government as to a broader policy for old Ontario, it 
is a question how far roadways should proceed under the old 
standard. York county, which was represented by Lionel H. 
Clark and Engineer James, has voted for additional expendi
ture, and seeink ratification from the minister of public 
works, the best method to pursue under the circumstances is 
being debated in cabinet. It is understood that if the present 
plan goes through, the sum of $100,000 will be asked of the
government.

Montreal, Que.—That the $2,000,000 floating drydock 
placed here last fall is likely to prove to be a white elephant 
is confessed by shipping authorities. It was thought that 
shipowners would use the dock for all repairs needed by 
vessels, but it has been found that no company will put a 
ship in the dock while there is the slightest chance of send
ing it to British ports for repairs. A case in point is that of 
the Elder-Dempster steamer “Benguelo,” which will get a 
much-required scraping when she gets to South Africa, 
where the work can be done by cheap black labor. As the 
shipping companies are getting cheaper insurance by reason 
of the dock being here, it is suggested that while they will 
not use it, they are not entitled to the advantage and that it 
should be taken to Quebec.

Victoria, B.C.—Arrangements are in view for a thorough 
investigation of the water supply of Victoria as derived from 
Elk Lake, the examination to be made of water from points 
both at the entrance and exit of the filter beds at Beaver 
Lake. Until recently only chemical analyses were possible. 
While these tests are sufficient to detect any organic impuri
ties, it has been impossible, until the city possessed a labora- 

where bacteriological experiments were possible, to knowtory
what amount of bacteria was passing through the sand, and 
in fact, to what extent the filter beds were discharging their 
office. When these tests have been made it will be possible 
to determine whether the sand is effective, and what per- 

bacteria is detained in the beds in process of filtra-centage
tion. A series of systematic tests is proposed by the city 
analyst on behalf of the water commissioner.

rt>
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able, they may later be asked to make a supplementary report 

the Winnipeg River from data contained in existing re- 
The question of filtration of Shoal Lake water was

in r The steel shoes for the six concrete caissons to be sunk 
‘“ False Creek are expected to arrive soon, and plans have 
Wn devised for sinking the large cylinder down to hard 

“• All of the thirty-six footings in Harris tree , 
^‘“Street to False Creek are in place. Some of he 0 
fofu aVe been sunk to a depth of fifteen feet and the ste 
joh 7 remainder of the footings has been delivered o 
font Tbe excavation has begun for the retaining wa 
c7 Georgia Street, and for the various piers through h 
r^tan Pacific Railroad property. The sinking of the 
Htndncai caissons, 12 feet in diameter and 40 feet long’
6 Started as soon as the steel shoes now in transit arme. 

c°ncrete cylinders will be eight inches thick. T 
for tracks will be laid in the concrete as it 1S p 
tior the various sections. The viaduct, of concrete constru
sixty0 •the Turner mushroom system, will be 2, 0 paving
dout;S1X feet wide, and will carry a 53-foot roadway hav 
cros 6 tracks in the centre. Various electrical con 
edtJ the structure which will be erected along 
con ’ wMch will be provided with six-foot wa s- , 
.S'" will b, erected alMT »« ****%%
fluted Wl11 be Provided with 54 ornamental lamp s 

VictoU-InnS made concrete.

end.
on
ports.
raised by all three of the experts who explained that while it 
was by no means necessary it might be regarded by the citi- 

advisable. They made it plain that Shoal Lake waterzens as
is pure and soft, and from the hygienic standpoint absolutely 
clean, but they explained that suspended vegetable matter 
might cause a slight taste or smell. Engineer Fuertes de
clared that Shoal Lake water is better than New York has 

The members of council lost no time inused for 20 years, 
deciding that there would be no filtration in the meantime 
and that Shoal lake water is quite 'good enough as it is. The 
formal motion, put forward by Controller Midwinter, read: 
“That the board of consulting engineers be instructed to re- 

the best means of supplying the Greater Winnipeg 
district with Shoal Lake water, with estimate of cost

will

Theties
port on
water
and general plan of work.” At the same time it was agreed 

should the report not prove as favorable as is antici-will
that
pated, the engineers should later make a supplementary 

the feasibility and cost of a supply from the
the outer
Massive statement on

Winnipeg River. Mr. J. H. Fuertes, New York; Frederick 
p Stearns, of Boston, and Mr. Hering, are the consulting
engineers.

would

Of wenme very decided views on the comparative a ^ ^ ^
°pi“ionCthnStrUCted highways over bUge naV\etS’ iarge can be

°btai*ed 7 greater benefit to tbe C0UDtryt !han through a plan to in brough a good roads movemen perfectly
$incerp 1, Crease the equipment of the navy. f.r„nCe
the 7' ’ says Mr. Daniels, “in declaring my 
v«sseis°d r°ads Propaganda over the “^Congress, in- 
stead of • War' 1 believe that the America sake 0f
bu'ldin ‘“CreaSing tbe naval appropriation or on
nati0n ^ up a ^rge navy, should spend th Q for
ll)is pr f UrnPikes. It seems to me there is so creation
°f Droitr,erenCe" There is n0 greater factor 1 ^ge than 
S°°d roadS 3nd prosPerity affecting our peoP rQads are 
‘“erely tn S.‘ II would be silly to assert tha Tbere is
n°thinD. lncrease the pleasure of a favor ' , roads
*eu haî has a greater economic significant ^ its 
f“Hest ‘ntailled, for they open up the C0UILr 0Ver, they 
are the 0tnmÇrcial development is possible. wbole dis-

arteries of civilization and without a d;stinct

prosperity 
receive con-

J — . mir naval pres-
nR before we consider increasing countries

. Ur0pe ratber humiliating to think that t e ^
“d apDr ’ ,so far behind us in many ways, jo-hways, we 

are sadIv7ate good roads. When it comes to hg JbrQad 
and aR0 ebind Europe, as anyone who has tra seems

tkhr°Ugh our own states knows full ^

So L dt Xve Who are such a practical peoP® sbould so 
..agrantj 6en for progress and material sue the
X 7 y neglect this great factor. Therefore, I, 

f ^nnih and t0 boost the good roads move roblem is 
7S'ble '0eg’ Man.—Providing the engineer g P the 

ofand cost not too great, Shoal Lake A
niai UPPly of the Greater Winnipeg wa ded a

of ‘he members of the city a recently,
7 affer°f‘he fire, water and ,ight commit» ^

. at«r f hearing a very satisfactory repor wag unam- 
aoUsIy d(»m-jtbe three consulting engineers, )d not be
X that ,h, co-s-I,ing e,P«« f “nd ad,is-

g0 t0 Winnipeg River, but that if *

be a
PERSONAL.

R. HUNTER, assistant engineer of the Beach pumping 
Hamilton, Ont., has resigned to take up a positionstation, at 

at Welland, Ont.
DR. JAMES DOUGLAS, of New York, graduate of 

Dean Goodwin a cheque for $25,000 forQueen’s, has sent 
the establishment of tutorship in the School of Mining.

W H. RANDALL, superintendent of the waterworks 
maintenance and distribution of Toronto, will attend the an- 

j meeting of the American Waterworks Association, 
in Minneapolis, Minnesota, from June 23 to 26. 

H A. DONOVAN, who has been connected with

for

which meets

the electrical department of the Winnipeg Electric Railway 
Company, of Winnipeg, Canada, has been appointed assist
ant electrical engineer of the company, succeeding Mr. E. 
A Graham, resigned.

MR D. R. KENNEDY, electrical superintendent of the 
B tish Columbia Electric Railway Company, of Vancouver, 
RC has resigned his position, and Mr. W. H. Fraser, who 
° ” connected with the electrical staff of the company,

Mr. Kennedy will spendhas been
has been appointed in his place, 
h next few months travelling through the States and the

M S has resigned. Mr. Campbell entered the service of the 
N' ’ member of the city engineer’s department in 1900, 

appointed to the position of city engineer in 1908.
that Mr. Campbell is to engage in private 

The board of works of

tticts
ethiCa] Stagnate.
- 31 value. In this connection

the peace,
S‘derarPpineSs of
VtPn 1°
of is

In general they promote
and should thereforea country

city as a 
and was 
Tt is understood

rtice as a consulting engineer. -----
Pr citv of Sydney accepted his resignation with a good deal
f regret and so expressed themselves.

ARCHIBALD CURRIE, C.E., graduate of Glasgow Um- 
and member of the Institute of Civil Engineers of 

vCrS‘Enff at present city engineer of Westmount, Que., 
London, Eng., a P ineer of Ottawa. Mr. Currie has
has been appointed aty fa Scotland, Eng„

ba<d3China (during the Boxer trouble), and South Africa. 
1 u citv engineer of Westmount since 1911, and has
HC r,3 general satisfaction since his appointment. He will 
gl Ws duties at Ottawa on June 20.
commenceain ^ w graY, assistant highways commis-

CA f 0ntario has been appointed highways commissioner
sioner

M
 .
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CANADIAN TECHNICAL SOCIETIES

..»jgra-«gsgs». tr «ŒStodgSU* ssEdnALBBRTA° Association of land surveyors.-p^ Bdmootot, 
Charlesworth, Edmonton; Secretary and Registrar, ‘V;RVEYORS'~Prto

ASSOCIATION OF SASKATCHEWAN ^AND SURVEYU flc.

*■ yssemt «smna&a*»*"'*» *
“"SSi?Sr,SSL<!E^S,3Sfi>,a8™«>i«s-.
Horton; Secretary, John Wilson, Victoria, B-C. —president'

BUILDERS CANADIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. sidenj’
Nesbitt ; Secretary-Treasurer, J. H^Lauer, Montreal, Qu - BRS _pre 0„t, 

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF STAJ/ONARY ENGIN Hainilt »
Wm. Norris, Chatham, Ont. ; Secretary, W. A. Crockett, M _ s;denti

CANADIAN CEMENT AND CONCRETE ASSOCIATION. ‘The Thor
Gillespie, Toronto, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasurer, Wm. bnaltn, —jo»-"

CANADIAN FORESTRY ASSOClATION.-Premdent. H ottaw;a V
M.P., Toronto ; Secretary. James Lawler, Canadian Build S Hewitt' sUrer- 

CANADIAN GAS ASSOCIATION.-Pres.dent, Arthur ry.Trea
Manager Consumers' Gas Company, Toronto ; John Keillor. » preside ji
Ha cInADHN INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION^^,

W. Doan, M.D., Harrietsville, Ont. ; Secretary-Treasure , p e5ick”
R*C*THBdCANAI)IANt' INSTTTUTE. 198 College Street, Toronto.

Dr. A. E. Barlow, Montreal ; Secretary. H. Mortimer L jo»
MOncTNaAD,AN PEAT SOCETY.-PresidentJ. McWiUiam,
Ont.; Secretary-Treasurer, Arthur J. Forward, B.A., idcflt, ;
0ttTHE0Cn4NADIAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION^'*,
Charles A Hodgetts, Ottawa ; General Secretary. Major Lorn ge

CANADIAN RAILWAY CLUB.-President, James Golem jcfc
James Powell, P.O. Box 7, St. Lambert, near ' ®president. p

CANADIAN STREET RAILWAY ASSOCIATION  ̂PTorontO'
Dubee, Montreal; Secretary, Acton Burrows, 70 Bond b flt| pr- *.„»•

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF FOREST r;.NG,N. BE^r^mterior. °Lii$ 

Toronto. ; Secretary, F. W. H. Jacombe, Department o t0, J
CENTRAL RAILWAY AND ENGINEERING CLUB. Meetg third 

G. Baldwin; Secretary. C. L. Worth, 409 Union Station. nt»'"*'
each month except June, July and August. aela°£er'

ENGINEERING SOCIETY, TORONTO UNIVERSITY. „
Mechin ; Corresponding Secretary, A. W. Sime. gtran6e' ,

ENGINEERS’ CLUB OF MONTREAL.-Secretary. C. M. pfeSide“,
HallENGU,NEER05’rCLUB OF TORONTO.—96 King Street W««*y eV= 
Edmund Burke ; Secretary, R. B. Wolsey. Meeting ev Q g9pP,
dUr‘inNSTrrUTroN"o,FeELECTRSiCAL ENGINEERS-Pre*^

TaySS * 6

Council :—Prof. F- D. Adams, J. B. Porter H. B. T- Hault 
and Messrs W. H. Trewartha-James and J. B. Tyrrell.

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRE 
—Secretary R. C. Harris, City Hall. Toronto.

MANITOBA ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.

C. B. ; Secretary, A. A. Hayward. , PAX.-U^er's 0NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF ENGINEERS, HALIFAX ;ssiol>e 
MacKenzie ; Secretary, A. R. McCleave. Assistant Road Com ^ ^

Ha ONTARIO ASSOCIATION OF ARCHITECTS.-President. ’ ,1,
Ottawa : Secretary. H. E. Moore, 195 Bloor St. E„ " cJatioN'jV 

ONTARIO PROVINCIAL GOOD ROADS ASS pareWel ' .j(l 
N. VermUyea, Belleville; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, J- B- P»”'
Secretary-Treasurer, G. S- Henry, °rlcl1®’ -President, J' ,,

ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS’ ASSOCIATION. Rllildl
Thessalon; Secretary, L. V. Rorke, Toronto. „ CoIn«'er'oP‘- .

TECHNICAL SOCIETY OFMpETERBORO.-Banh=of boro. 0 ^

Peterboro. General Secretary, N. C. Mills, P.O. Box 9 . . j. W
THE PEAT ASSOCIATION OF CANADA.—Secretary,

o, ««=«,«=« .

' =68Bs%5.v5S‘sm" iSSifîiKKSSf socmn-”"1 ,,Z

Russell. Winnipeg. Man. ; Hon. Secretary, AlcideCha p. St
SqUROYAnsTRONOMICAL SOCIETY.-President. Prof. L°U ch/

Toronto- Secretary, J.R. Collins, Toronto. p Coho6' yT° SOCIETY OF CHEMICAL INDUSTRY.-Wallace P- g. C>
A,trÿE^HN0onL5GYna0LUSBCO^Ly6wBR CANADA.-Preside-t' *

SOCIETY OFCVpPLIBD SCIBNCB. y
VBRWTsYTiïRPN ?RFA%rSrSeSyATN°o^nr|.

Marshall. Edmonton, Alta. Permanent Secretary, Nield:^ «,
B0XW^ÈsTBRNrcAN*ADA RA,LWAYCLUP^®^den^m^R’
W. H Rosevear. P.O. Box 1707, Winnipeg, Ma 
June, July and August at Winnipeg.

W- Li"61’
branch of the Department of Interior, Ottawa. 

The position is a newly created one and the object of the 
government is to establish a series of fine highways through 
the public parks of the west for automobiles and for horses. 
Captain Gray is an engineer of high standing and has ha 
many years of experience in the work of highways construc
tion. He is an expert in his particular line and the appoin - 
ment is regarded as an excellent one. He will probably make 
his headquarters in Edmonton, Alta.

for the parks

OBITUARY.

ARCHIBALD GUTHRIE, prominent railway contractor 
died May 18th, at Chicago, following an operation. Deceased

born at Lanark, Ont. and received
,, and77 years old and was

his education there, entering the contracting 
at the time of his death was senior member of the firm 
of A Guthrie & Company. He gained distinction in earlv 
northwest railway extension, and carried to completion some 

pretentions plans in railroad building m the

was

of the most 
country.

COMING MEETINGS.
CANADIAN ELECTRICAL ASSOCIATION.—Annual Convention will be 

Fort William, June 23, 24 and 25, Secretary, C- E. Bawden,
held in
Bi.-THR INTERNATIONAL ROADS CONGRBSS.-The Third I^aton.!

Lawler, Secretary, Canadian vet-THE CANADIAN
T.» hpld in Winnipeg, Man.. July 7-9. James
™ ^NTE^NATIONAl^OEOLOGUCAL3 CONGRESS.—Twelfth Annual 
Meeting to bJheMÎn Canada during the summer of 1913. Secretary, W. S. 
Lecky, Victoria Memoriam Museum, Ottawa -

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CEMENT USERS.-Tenth Annual Con
vention to be tefd at C^cago. 111., Feb. 16-20, 1914. Secretary, E. E. Kraus, 

Harrison Bid., Philadelphia, Pa.
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ENGINEERING SOCIETIES.

CANADIAN SOCIETY OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.—176 Mansfield Avenue, 
UAN , phelns Johnson- Secretary. Professor C. H. McLeod.

KT°NGSTON BRANCH —Chairman, A. K. Kirkpatrick; Secretary, L. W Gill ;
MANITOBTrBTANCCH0-C0L^maSnKjnAStHesketh; Secretary. E E. Brydone- 
iltk to Canada Life Building, Winnipeg. Regular meetings on first Thursday 
of every month from November to Aprn.a
OTTAWA BRANCH -tawa. Chairman R F uniacke, Ottawa; Secretary, 

a77 R f am be NT. Ry., Cory Bldg. Meetings at which papers are read, 
wi-and 3rdWednesdays of fall and winter months; on other Wednesday 
1 1- month there are informal or business meetings,

s",,' *■ 7r;,m;„

™ As-,
CALGARY*BRANC H-Chairman, H. B. Mucklestone; Secretary-Treasurer,

a Mrnn'vp'lfoR ANC H—Chairman, G. E. G. Conway; Secretary-Treasurer, 
VANCOU - ., Address- 422 Pacific Building, Vancouver, B.C.

BRANCH-Chairman, F. C. Gamble; Secretary. R. W. MacIntyre; 
VICAdcRess P.OA Box 1290. Meets 2nd Thursday in each month at Club Rooms, 

534 Broughton Street.

W-pl

-Mi”1"

President,

DouPe -

it”

MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATIONS
nuTARlO MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION-President, Mayor Lees, Hamilton. 
GV*r' T,„q'j,irpr Mr K. W. McKay, County Clerk. St. Thomas, Ontario. 

Sec^cTlrcHFW AN ASSOCIATION OF RURAL MUNICIPALITIES— 
President,'XQeo”ge Thompson, Indian Head, Sask. ; Secy-Treasurer, E. Hingley, 

Radisson. Sask. ASSIOCATION.—President, Wm Mason, Bon
Secy Treasurer. James McNicol. Blackfalds, Alta.

ACCTHE UNION OF CANADIAN MUNICIPALTIES—President.Chase. 
Hopewell, Mayor of Ottawa; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer, W. D. Lighthall, K.C.
Ex-Mayor of Westmounti BRUNSWICK MUNICIPALIT1ES.-President.
Coundltor Siddalh Port Elgiiu Hmu Secretary-Treasurer J. W. McCready. City 

Clerk, Fredericton. SCOTIA MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Mr. A. S.W0Jden0Ltigfn?sh:Nl“s==retary, A. Roberts. Bridgewater-N.S. 

’ np SASKATCHEWAN MUNICIPALITIBS—President, Mayor
Bee’mioN® Oit BrÏtTSHSCOLUMBIAHMu’mCIPAUTiBS—President, Mayor 
P,anUtaN1ONan°aimB0 BTCS; Hon. Secretary-Treasurer. Mr. H. Bose. Surrey

Centre. B.C.
UNION

Mayor of Camrose:
UNION OF MANITOBA 

Pipesteee, Man.; Secy-Treasurer,

fie””6
of-

OF ALBERTA MUNICIPALITIBS. - President, F. P Layton. 
°F Secretary-Treasurer. G. J. Kinnaird, Edmonton, Alta.

MUNICIPALITIES.—President, Reeve Perke, 
Reeve Cariale, Oak River, Man.

C
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